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Introduction
The great benefit of modern healthcare is that many of us are living longer
lives. Which is good, as long as we are also living well. Nobody wants to live long
and live the last 20 years of his or her life in a vegetative state in a retirement
home.
Over the last 40 years a tremendous body of research has been compiled as to
the beneficial effect of exercise. Facilities such as The Cooper Clinic in Dallas,
and similar institutes are springing up everywhere. It is now very well accepted
that regular exercise, as part of a healthy lifestyle will keep you mobile, flexible
and strong.
The population demographic is undergoing a tremendous shift - the Baby
Boomer generation is arriving at retirement age. And these folks are living longer
then ever and they want to be active. Many of them have been spending most of
their lives raising kids, working, creating wealth for retirement and have hardly
had the time to stay in shape! As a result, many are overweight and underexercised. Not having been to a gym in years, they experience significant entry
barriers when trying get moving again.
Statistically, the single most common reason why patients are admitted to a
assisted living facility is due to lack of mobility. A condition mostly avoidable by
following some simple exercise protocols throughout life! Working on the 3
components of mobility, namely flexibility, strength and balance, we can have
very productive, enjoyable and long lives. With the arrival of Whole Body
Vibration keeping it has become significantly easier to stay in shape.
In order to help our customer with keeping fit, we have developed several workout protocols for each of these aspects of mobility. We have also poured over
research on osteoporosis and have put together a work-out regimen using the
Power Vibe Pro™ based on those findings!
The Power Vibe Pro™ is easy to use, safe, and a very efficient Whole Body
Vibration unit. Even an initial 10-minute protocol on the Power Vibe Pro™ in the
“Beginner” mode can be challenging for most elderly users. Yet within a couple of
weeks patients typically can progress to the next level and increase the time at
their own speed.
Below you find a list of the physiologic reasons for maintaining the flexibility and
pliability of tissues. It is by no means a complete list, but it demonstrates very
well the importance of keeping tissues active.
REDUCES TENSION IN MUSCLES AND HELPS MUSCLES RELAX: Many
studies have shown that increased flexibility can significantly reduce aches
throughout the body, an issue that is significantly on the rise with today's
sedentary lifestyles!
EXERCISE IMPROVES FLOW OF OXYGEN AND INTAKE OF ESSENTIAL
NUTRIENTS: It allows the muscles to work properly. Muscles that are not pliable

tend to cut off their own circulation, which can result in lack of oxygen and
nutrients.
HELPS REDUCE AND MANAGE STRESS: With flexibility comes a significant
reduction in the "tension" in your body. You will feel less stressed, which is essential
because stress is a leading contributor to chronic diseases.
IMPROVES YOUR POSTURE: Exercising your lower back, shoulders and chest
properly helps to align your back and improve your posture - which helps to take the
strain and excessive workload of the spine, particularly the neck.
PROVIDES BETTER CIRCULATION: Exercising increases the blood supply to your
muscles and joints, improving circulation throughout the entire body
SLOWS THE DEGENERATION OF YOUR JOINTS: Working out helps to increase
your range of motion and may slow the degeneration of joints.
HELPS TO ELIMINATE OR AVOID LOW BACK PAIN: Flexibility in the hips,
hamstrings, and pelvic muscles helps to remove stress from your spine that causes
lower back pain.
HELPS TO ELIMINATE PAIN FROM STRESS ON MUSCLES: Exercise makes
muscles flexible and loose, reducing the shortening and tightening effect from
working your muscles and the associated aches and pains from it!
IMPROVES CLARITY AND FOCUS: For many of the reasons noted above, such as
improved blood and oxygen circulation and reduced body tension, you will
experience greater mental clarity and focus.
MAY REDUCE YOUR RISK OF INJURY: Flexible muscles are not as likely to
become injured from extended movements.

Dr. Alexander Cadoux

Alexander Cadoux, MD completed his medical training at Johns
Hopkins Medical School in 1981.
He completed his specialty training: Critical Care and Emergency
medicine at Georgetown, George Washington and Baltimore Shock
Trauma conjoint program and attained board certification and
fellowship status.
Dr. Cadoux developed expertise in preventive medicine with a specific
interest in the prevention and reversal of osteoporosis using
nutritional medicine and natural hormone replacement therapy.
Dr. Cadoux is board certified by the American College of
Advancement of Medicine and the American Academy of Anti-Aging
Medicine and lectures extensively on the subject of Osteoporosis.
Dr Cadoux has followed the Peer reviewed literature on whole body
vibration technology for years and has been successfully using the
Power Vibe with his patients. “I have found significant improvement
in the bone density of my osteoporosis patients after 6 months of
Power Vibe utilization.” states Cadoux.
“I am impressed that the Power Vibe has the features and the quality
of construction found in very expensive machines, but is priced far
more reasonably and I would absolutely recommend it for my
patients to use in their homes.”
“I’m also impressed with the additional health benefits such as
relaxation, improved circulation and flexibility ascribed to the
utilization of the Power Vibe Pro and Whole Body Vibration and will
continue to using the Power Vibe with my osteoporosis patients.”

Dr. Christian Reichardt

Christian H. Reichardt, DC, CCSP, has been a practicing doctor of
chiropractic since 1983. He was a disability evaluator for the State of
California, but then turned his attention from work-related injuries to
sports injuries due to his own involvement in sports.
He became one of the first Certified Chiropractic Sports Physicians in
the U.S.A. in 1986, as well as a Diplomat of the American Academy of
Pain Management. His practice in Santa Monica, California draws a
large clientele of Hollywood celebrities, as well as professional and
amateur athletes. He has worked with a number of US Olympic Team
members and Golf professionals.
Dr Reichardt was aware that vibration technology has been used for
training Olympic athletes for the past 20 years and has incorporated
the Power Vibe Pro as part of the warm up protocol in his offices and
Golf Teaching Facilities with profound results. According to
Reichardt, “I find the Power Vibe Pro™ improves my clients bone
density, circulation and flexibility and seems to increase
metabolism. It promotes growth by increasing the load on bone
osteoblastic function and local bone circulation is increased.
“Working with the Power Vibe Pro™ is like supercharging your
exercise.”
Dr. Reichardt’s love of golf inspired him to develop an extremely
effective golf assessment and teaching system widely utilized by Golf
professionals and he has written the acclaimed book “Pain Free Golf”.
He also contributes articles for a number of golf publications and
publishes and writes for several prominent golf websites. His
expertise in the physical components of golf and golf education
resulted in his invitation to the Golf 20/20 task force and he is a
highly requested lecturer at PGA events and tournaments.
“A majority of my athletes with chronic tightness are experiencing
better Range of Motion and flexibility in their spine and they are
achieving their goals and recuperating faster after hard workouts.
They have less pain and therefore want to exercise more. Many
golfers are attributing lower scores to the Power Vibe Pro™.”
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The study was performed in order to test the possibility wheather a single whole
body vibration (WBV) session will produce human skeletal muscle response. In 6
female volleyball players movement velocity, muscle force and power were recorded
when they performed maximal leg press exercises with extra load of 70,90,110 and
130 kg. The testing took place before and after a 10-min WBV exposure. During
WBV subjects were in the standing position with the toes of one leg on the vibration
platform (E leg) while the other leg (C leg) was risen from the ground. WBV induced
statistically (P<O.O5) significant improvement of the movement velocity, muscle force
and power. In result-, the velocity-force and power-force curve were shifted to the
right. C leg failed to show changes in studied mechanical variables after the WBV
session. In conclusion, the acute effect of a short term WBV on neuromuscular
apparatus is expressed by improved movement velocity, muscle force and power in
performing leg press exercise with external loads.
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INTRODUCTION
Skeletal muscle is a specialised tissue which modifies its overall function capacity in
response to chronic exercise with high loads (e.g. McDonagh and Davies 1984).
Intensive prolonged strength training is known to induce a specific neuromuscular
(e.g. Sale, 1988) and hormonal (e.g. Guezennec et al., 1986) adaptive responses in the
human body in few months, while the changes in the morphological structure occur
later (e.g. Sale,1988). However, the exact mechanism which regulate how the body
adapts to the specific demands upon it, is still unknown. Even less knowledge are
available in respect to fatigue, relative strength loss and hormonal changes during one
acute session of exercises (e.g. Hakkinen & Pakarinen 1995, Bosco et al. 1998, inpress). It should be remind, that specific programs for strength and explosive power
training are based on exercises performed with rapid and violent variation of the
gravitational acceleration (Bosco,1992). In this connection it should be remind that
changes of the gravitational conditions can be produced also by mechanical vibrations
applied to the whole body. Whole body vibration applied for ten minutes during 10
days treatment period have induced an enhancement of explosive power performances
in physical active subjects (Bosco et al. 1998, submitted for publication). A question
arises from these results: how human skeletal muscle response to a single session of
10 minutes application of whole body vibration in well trained athletes? The present
study was performed in order to answer of the question.

Six female volleyball players of national level (age : 19.5 -+_ 2.1 years ; weight : 65.1
+ 3.7 kg ; height

: 174.9 rl: 3.2) voluntarily participated to the study. They were

physically active and were engaged in team sport training program 5 times a week _
Each subject was instructed on the protocol and signed an informed consent to
participate in the experiment. Subjects with previous history of fractures or bone
injuries were excluded from the study, The study design was approved by the ethical
committee of the Italian Society of Sport Science.
Procedures: Ten minutes warm up was performed:5 minutes of bicycling at 25 km-h-’
on a cycle ergometer (Newform s.p.a., Ascoli Piceno, Italy) and five minutes of static
stretching for the quadriceps and triceps surae muscles. After the warm up, all the
subjects, well accustomed with the exercises, performed maximal dynamic leg press
exercises on a slide machine (Newform s.p. a., Ascoli Piceno, Italy) with extra loads of
70,90,110 and 130 kg . One leg per time was used for each load. The best trail of
three measurements for each load was used for statistical analysis. During the test,
the vertical displacements of the loads were monitored with simple mechanics and
sensor

arrangement (Ergopower 8, Ergotest Technology A. S _, Langensund,

Norway). The loads were mechanically linked to an encoder interfaced to an
electronic microprocessor (Muscle Lab, Pat. No. 124 1671). When the loads were
moved by the subjects a signal was transmitted by the sensor every 3mm of
displacement. Thus it was possible to calculate average velocity (AV), acceleration,
average force (AF), and average power (AP), corresponding to the load displacements
(for details see Bosco et al., 1995).

Re~~o&eibili@ of &e ~~QZWWRW~~~. . The dynamic exercises reproducibility testing
gave a test-retest correlation r = 0.45 for the average power (P)

(Bosco et al.,

1995).
E-eu&nent Prucedures : Subjects were exposed to vertical sinusoidal whole body
vibration (WBV) using the device called GALILEO 2000 ( Novotec, Pforzheim,
Germany). The frequency of the vibrations used in this study was set at 26 Hz
(displacement = 1Omm ; acceleration = 27 m s”). The subjects were exposed ten
l

times for a duration of 60s with 60ss of rest between the treatment each.
Ijiye uf &+zu&zeglr: emr;rZuyed: The application was performed in the standing position
with the toes of one leg on the vibration platform, the knee angle was pre-set at 100”
flexion, while the other was risen from the ground. During all the treatments the
subjects were asked to wear gymnastic-type shoes to avoid bruises. The leg which
was exposed to vibration was assigned to E group , while the other not exposed was
assigned to C group. Thus , in each subject one leg was exposed to vibration (E)
and the other was considered as control (C). The leg randomly assigned to each E or

c

groups

demonstrated similar

mechanical behaviour before the vibration (VT)

exposure (Table 1). Testing procedures were administered at the beginning (Pre) and
immediately after (Post) the VT period.
&&&WC& PnetIG% : Conventional statistical methods used included mean, standard
deviation , paired and unpaired Student’s t-test. The, level of significance was set at P

RESULTS
Before the VT period, no significant differences was found in the mechanical
behaviour between E and C legs in parameters studied (AF,AV, and AP) for all loads
used (70, 90,110 and 130 kg) (Table 1) . After the VT period the legs affected by
vibration (E) showed statistically significant improvement (Pre vs Post) of the AF, AV
and AP developed with all loads used (P < 0.05 - 0.005) (Table 1). In result, the
velocity-force (V-F) and the power-force (P-F) curves (Fig. 1), established by the
variables shown in Table 1, were shifted to the right after the VT period. Only the AF
developed

with 70 kg remained unchanged after the VT period . In contrast , the

mechanical behaviour of the C legs, demonstrated no changes in mechanical variables
studied by the Pre - Post test analysis (Table 1). Only the AV developed with 130 kg
showed statistically significant improvement (near 3 % ) in the Post evaluation test
(P< 0.05).

DISCUSSION
As expected the Pre vs Post test analysis performed for the C legs did not show any
modification in the mechanical properties studied. This is not a surprising finding,
since, in half -squat exercises performed with extra load (100 % of subject’s body
mass) no change has been observed in twelve female and male throwers during same
day (Bosco et al., 1995). However , the AV developed with 130 kg showed
statistically significant improvement in the Post evaluation test of C leg (P< 0.05).
Reasonable explanation for this improvement cannot be easily found, considering that
the athletes of the present experiments were well accustomed with this type of
6

exercises and therefore any learning effect of the movement executed could be
excluded. The mechanical behaviour of the E legs demonstrated a dramatic alterations
in the V-F and P-F relationships after VT lasting only ten minutes. Changes and
shifting to the right of force-velocity (F-V) relationship have been observed after
several weeks of heavy resistance training (e.g. Coyle et al., 1981: Hakkinen &
Komi, 1985). The improvement of the of the F-V relationship has been attributed to
the enhancement of the neuromuscular behaviour caused by the increasing activity of
the higher motor center (Milner-Brown et al., 1975). Thus , it is likely that also the
VT have caused a dramatic enhancement of the neural traffic regulating the
neuromuscular behaviour (Bosco et al., 1998, submitted for publication) .
During vibration

of the body skeletal muscles undergo small changes in muscle

length. Facilitation of the excitability of spinal reflex has been elicited through
vibration to quadriceps muscle

(Burke et al., 1996). Lebedev and Peliakov (1991)

pointed on the possibility that vibration may elicit excitatory flow through short
spindle - motoneurons connections. Burke et al. (1976), suggested that vibration
reflex operates predominantly or exclusively on alpha motoneurons and does not
utilise the same cortically originating efferent pathways as are in the performance of
voluntary contractions, However, a facilitation of voluntary movement cannot be
excluded. In the present study, any neurogenic potentiation has not been demonstrated
since no EMG recordings were performed. Nevertheless, enhancement of the
mechanical behaviour strongly suggests that a neurogenic adaptation have occurred in
response to the vibration treatments. Therefore, even if the intrinsic mechanism
contributed, the adaptive response of neuromuscular functions to VT could not be

explained by it. The duration of the stimulus seems to have relevant importance_
Adaptive response of human skeletal muscle to simulated hypergravity conditions (1. 1
g), applied for three weeks, caused a drastic enhancement of the neuromuscular
functions of the leg extensor muscles

shifting the F-V relationship to the right

(Bosco, 1985). In the present experiment, even if the total length of the VT
application period was only 10 minutes, the perturbation of the gravitational field was
rather consistent (2.7 g). An equivalent length and intensity of training stimulus can
be reached only by performing 150 times leg press or half squat exercises with extra
loads of 3 body mass twice a week for 5 weeks (Bosco,l992).
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Table 1. Mean values (x) & standard deviation (SD) of the Average Power (AP),
Average Velocity (AV) and Average Force (AF) measured during leg press
performances executed with progressive extra-loads, before and immediately after
WBV treatment, in the Experimental leg and in the Control leg.
EXPERIMENTAL LEG

Load (kg)

Before
70

X

319
21
352
11
359
25
354
42

SD

90

X
SD

110

X

139

SD
X

AV (m/s)

AP (W)

SD

After

Before

After

340
11
375
4
389
21
373
42

0.434
0.025
0,374
0.011
0.317
0.018
0.267
0.028

0.462 *
0.015
0.398 ***
0,003
0.342 ***
0.015
0.281 ***
0.027

**
***
***
***

AF (m/s)
Before

After

735
6
936
8
1134
14
1324
20

737
5
941 *
9
1138 *
15
1327 *
19

CONTROL LEG

Load (kg)

70

X

90

X
SD

110

x

139

X

AV (m/s)
Before

After

Before

318
25
348
18
372
23
360
44

321
8
363
23
373
19
372
37

0.43 11
0.032
0.371
0.016
0.327
0.019
0.272
0.03

SD

SD
SD

After
0.436
0.010
0.387
0.022
0.328
0.013
0.279*
0.025

AF (m/s)

Before

After

737
5
937
11
1136
5
1324
14

736
5
937
12
1137
15
1328
17

Significant difference before and after treatment:
*
P<0. 05
**

Paul

***

P-a00 1
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LEGENDS
Figure 1. Average velocity (AV), and average power (AP) developed during leg press
exercise performed with various loads (70,90, 110, 130 kg) are shown according to
the average force (AF) before (filled symbols) and after (open symbols) VT period.
The statistical differences for AF, AV, and AP values together with different loads
used are showed in Table 1,
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Strength Increase after Whole-Body Vibration
Compared with Resistance Training
CHRISTOPHE DELECLUSE1, MACHTELD ROELANTS1, and SABINE VERSCHUEREN2
Exercise Physiology and Biomechanics Laboratory, and 2Laboratory of Motor Control, Faculty of Physical Education
and Physiotherapy, Department of Kinesiology, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, BELGIUM
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ABSTRACT
DELECLUSE, C., M. ROELANTS, and S. VERSCHUEREN. Strength Increase after Whole-Body Vibration Compared with
Resistance Training. Med. Sci. Sports Exerc., Vol. 35, No. 6, pp. 1033–1041, 2003. Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate
and to compare the effect of a 12-wk period of whole-body vibration training and resistance training on human knee-extensor strength.
Methods: Sixty-seven untrained females (21.4 ⫾ 1.8 yr) participated in the study. The whole-body vibration group (WBV, N ⫽ 18)
and the placebo group (PL, N ⫽ 19) performed static and dynamic knee-extensor exercises on a vibration platform. The acceleration
of the vibration platform was between 2.28 g and 5.09 g, whereas only 0.4 g for the PL condition. Vibration (35– 40 Hz) resulted in
increased EMG activity, but the EMG signal remained unchanged in the PL condition. The resistance-training group (RES, N ⫽ 18)
trained knee extensors by dynamic leg-press and leg-extension exercises (10 –20 RM). All training groups exercised 3⫻ wk⫺1. The
control group (CO, N ⫽ 12) did not participate in any training. Pre- and postisometric, dynamic, and ballistic knee-extensor strength
were measured by means of a motor-driven dynamometer. Explosive strength was determined by means of a counter-movement jump.
Results: Isometric and dynamic knee-extensor strength increased significantly (P ⬍ 0.001) in both the WBV group (16.6 ⫾ 10.8%;
9.0 ⫾ 3.2%) and the RES group (14.4 ⫾ 5.3%; 7.0 ⫾ 6.2%), respectively, whereas the PL and CO group showed no significant (P
⬎ 0.05) increase. Counter-movement jump height enhanced significantly (P ⬍ 0.001) in the WBV group (7.6 ⫾ 4.3%) only. There
was no effect of any of the interventions on maximal speed of movement, as measured by means of ballistic tests. Conclusions: WBV,
and the reflexive muscle contraction it provokes, has the potential to induce strength gain in knee extensors of previously untrained
females to the same extent as resistance training at moderate intensity. It was clearly shown that strength increases after WBV training
are not attributable to a placebo effect. Key Words: MUSCLE STRENGTH, TONIC VIBRATION REFLEX, COUNTER-MOVEMENT JUMP, STRENGTH TRAINING

W

found an increase in force-velocity, force-power and vertical-jump performance immediately after one WBV session.
A placebo controlled study showed that a single bout of
WBV transiently improves isometric strength of the knee
extensors and vertical-jump performance by 3.2% and 2.5%,
respectively (22). These effects were recorded 2 min after
the intervention but disappeared in the next 60 min.
Some studies analyzed the effect of WBV training on
muscle performance over a longer period. Bosco et al. (2)
reported the effect of a 10-d training program of a daily
series (5 ⫻ 90 s) of vertical sinusoidal vibrations at a
frequency of 26 Hz. They found a significant improvement
of the height and mechanical power during the 5-s continuous-jumping test. It was suggested that WBV training
finally might result in neuromuscular adaptations similar to
the effect produced by explosive strength training. However, 10 d of training is too short to determine the long-term
effects of WBV. Runge et al. (20) showed gains of 18% in
chair-rising time in elderly persons after 12 wk WBV training (27 Hz). Recently, Torvinen et al. (23) reported a significant increase in jump performance (8.5%) and a nonsignificant increase in isometric limb extension strength (2.5%)
after a 4-month WBV intervention (25–30 Hz) in young
nonathletic adults. As none of these long-term studies were
placebo controlled, it is impossible to determine whether the
training effect on strength and jump performance resulted
from the exercises that were performed on the platform or

hole-body vibration (WBV) is a neuromuscular
training method that has recently been developed. In WBV training, the subject stands on a
platform that generates vertical sinusoidal vibration at a
frequency between 35 and 40 Hz. These mechanical stimuli
are transmitted to the body where they stimulate in turn
sensory receptors, most likely muscle spindles. This leads to
the activation of the alpha-motoneurons and initiates muscle
contractions comparable to the earlier described “tonic vibration reflex” (6,11,15). Initially, WBV training was used
in elite athletes to improve speed-strength performance.
More recently, it is becoming tremendously popular in European health and fitness clubs as an alternative training
method.
However, there is still a lack of scientific support about
the benefits of WBV on fitness and health. Bosco et al. (3,5)
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from the vibration induced muscle activation. Additionally,
there are no studies available to compare the effect of WBV
and resistance training on muscle strength.
This is the first long-term study to differentiate between
the effects resulting from the exercises performed on the
platform with vibration and without vibration (placebo) and
to compare the effects of WBV training and resistance
training by means of weight machines at moderate intensity.
Therefore, the changes in isometric, dynamic, ballistic kneeextensor strength, and counter-movement jump (CMJ)
height were analyzed in young female adults after a 12-wk
training period.
As WBV elicits a high degree of muscle activation, it was
hypothesized that WBV would result in strength increase in
previously untrained persons. These strength increases
should be significantly larger than the training effects resulting from an identical exercise program performed in
absence of vibration (placebo condition). As the tonic vibration reflex facilitates the activation of high-threshold
motor units and the reflex sensitivity (1,18), WBV training
may be more efficient to improve ballistic strength and jump
performance compared with resistance training at moderate
intensity.

METHODS
Experimental Approach to the Problem
A four group prepost design was used in this study to
determine whether a 12-wk period of WBV-training (3
times/wk) would result in a considerable increase in kneeextensor strength, and whether WBV training, compared
with moderate resistance training, would be more efficient
to improve ballistic and explosive strength in previously
untrained subjects. The four groups included a WBV group,
a resistance-training group, a control group, and a placebo
group. This latter group was added to determine whether the
expected training effect in the WBV group resulted from the
exercises that are performed on the platform or from the
vibration induced muscle activity. Isometric strength, dynamic strength, and ballistic strength of the knee extensors
were measured in pre- and post-test conditions. Explosive
strength was measured by means of a CMJ.
Subjects and Study Design
A group of 74 young female adults (age 21.5 ⫾ 1.9 yr;
body mass 61.6 ⫾ 9.1 kg; height 165.3 ⫾ 10.3 cm) volunteered to participate in the study. None of them were engaged in regular organized physical activities nor in sports
or strength training. Reasons for exclusion were pregnancy,
acute hernia, and any history of severe musculoskeletal
problems. Subjects with a history of diabetes or epilepsy
were also excluded from the study. All subjects were informed about the training and test protocol and about the
possible risks and benefits of the study. They all gave
written informed consent to participate. This study was
approved by the University’s Human Ethics Committee
according to the declaration of Helsinki.
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TABLE 1. Training volume and training intensity of the WBV program.
Volume
Total duration of vibration in one
session (min)
Series of one exercise (N)
Different knee-extensor exercises (N)
Longest duration of vibration loading
without rest (s)
Intensity
Rest period between exercises (s)
Vibration amplitude (mm)
Vibration frequency (Hz)

Start

End

3

20

1
2
30

3
6
60

60
2.5
35

5
5
40

The status of each variable is described at the start and at the end of the 12-wk training
period.

Power analysis revealed that a sample size of 17 subjects
in the experimental groups was necessary to achieve a
power of 0.80 with ␣ ⫽ 0.05. In anticipation of inevitable
dropout, it was decided to select a minimum of 20 subjects
in the experimental groups.
All subjects were randomly assigned to one of three
interventions: the whole-body vibration (WBV, N ⫽ 20),
the placebo vibration (PL, N ⫽ 21), the resistance training
(RES, N ⫽ 20), or a control group (CO, N ⫽ 13). All
intervention programs consisted of 36 training sessions
within a 12-wk period. Training frequency was three times
a week with at least 1 d of rest between two sessions. The
control group did not participate in any training program.
WBV and PL Conditions
The subjects of the WBV group and the PL group performed static and dynamic knee-extensor exercises on the
vibration platform: squat, deep squat, wide-stance squat,
one-legged squat, and lunge. At the moment, there are no
scientific-based, long-term WBV-training programs available. Therefore, we developed a 12-wk WBV program with
a low training load at the beginning but slowly progressive
according to the overload principle. The training volume
increased systematically over the 12-wk training period by
increasing the duration of one vibration session, the number
of series of one exercise, or the number of different exercises. The training intensity was increased by: shortening
the rest periods or by increasing the amplitude (2.5–5 mm)
and/or the frequency (35– 40 Hz) of the vibration (Table 1).
The vibration platform (Power Plate®) produced vertical
sinusoidal vibrations at a frequency between 35 and 40 Hz.
The peak-to-peak amplitude of the vibration was 2.5 mm at
low amplitude and 5 mm at high amplitude. The acceleration of the platform as recorded by means of an accelerometer (Monitran, MTN 1800) varied between 2.28 g and
5.09 g (Table 2). In the PL condition, the subjects, standing
on the platform, could hear the motor and experienced
tingles on their foot soles, but the acceleration of the platform was only 0.4 g (Table 2) with a negligible amplitude.
Bipolar surface EMG (Noraxon Myosystem 2000), recorded
from m. rectus femoris and from m. gastrocnemius, illustrates the difference between the impact of the WBV condition and the PL condition on muscle activity. Standing in
the squat posture on the platform during WBV leads to an
http://www.acsm-msse.org

TABLE 2. Maximal acceleration (g) on the WBV platform at low (2.5 mm) and high
(5 mm) peak to peak amplitude and on the PL platform (amplitude negligible).
AMP

FREQ

WBV Platform

PL Platform

Low

35 Hz
40 Hz
35 Hz
40 Hz

2.28
2.71
3.91
5.09

0.38
0.37
0.41
0.40

High

g is the Earth’s gravitational field or 9.81 m䡠s⫺2.
AMP is the vibration amplitude.
FREQ is the vibration frequency.

increase in muscle activity for the m. rectus femoris and the
m. gastrocnemius, whereas the PL condition did not (Fig. 1).
During all of the vibration-training sessions, the subjects
wore the same gymnastic shoes to standardize the damping
of the vibration due to the footwear. The subjects were
asked to report possible side effects or adverse reactions in
their training diary. Every 3 wk, exercise supervisors performed an inquiry into the attitude and the satisfaction of the
subjects in both groups. As the WBV group and the PL
group exercised in different rooms and at different moments, they could not compare both conditions, and they
could not share their training experiences. Exercise specialists closely supervised all training sessions of all intervention groups.
Resistance Training
The RES group trained in the university fitness center.
After a standardized warming-up consisting of 20-min stepping, running, or cycling, they performed a moderate resistance-training program for knee extensors on a leg-press and
a leg-extension apparatus (Technogym®). The resistancetraining program was slowly progressive, similar to the
WBV program, starting at a low threshold of 20 RM in the
first 2 wk. The training load was first increased to 15 RM in
the next 3 wk, followed by another 3-wk period at 12 RM.
Subjects trained at 10 RM during the last 4 wk. Leg press
and leg extension exercises were executed systematically to
fatigue failure with the objective to perform the prescribed
number of repetitions. The starting load was determined by
an exercise specialist at the first training session. During the
whole training period, subjects were observed, and they
were instructed to increase the resistance systematically in
the after set or in the following session if they were able to
perform the current workload for two or more repetitions
over the prescribed number (14). The subjects performed
two sets of repetitions on each apparatus with at least 1 min
of rest in between.
Tests
The contractile properties of the knee extensors were
evaluated at the start (pretest) of the study and after 12 wk
of training (posttest). All subjects participated in a standardized warm-up and test protocol on a motor-driven dynamometer (REV9000, Technogym®), consisting of isometric
tests, dynamic tests, and ballistic tests for the knee extensors. In addition, all subjects performed a vertical CMJ. The
STRENGTH INCREASE AFTER WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION

subjects were asked to perform all these tests at maximal
intensity. During a standardized warm-up, the subjects exercised the different types of contractions to experience all
test conditions before testing. Posttests were performed at
least 72 h after the last training session to avoid any acute
effect of training sessions on test results.
Dynamometry. The isometric, dynamic, and ballistic
tests were performed unilateral on the right side, in a seated
position on a backward inclined (15°) chair. The upper leg,
the hips, and the shoulders were stabilized with safety belts.
The rotational axis of the dynamometer was aligned with the
transverse knee-joint axis and connected to the distal end of
the tibia by means of a length-adjustable rigid lever arm.
The alignment of the dynamometer was systematically controlled by inspecting the position of the lever arm with
respect to anatomical reference points during passive movements. The three-dimensional positions of the rotational
axis, the position of the chair, and the length of the lever arm
were identical in pre- and post-test condition.
Isometric strength (ISO). The subjects performed
twice a maximal voluntary isometric contraction of the knee
extensors. The knee joint angle was 130°. The isometric
contractions lasted 3 s each and were separated by a 2-min
rest interval. The highest torque (N·m) was recorded as
isometric strength performance. The intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) for test-retest reliability of isometric
strength, recorded in a comparable group of untrained females, was 0.93.
Dynamic strength (DYN). The subjects performed a
series of four consecutive isokinetic flexion-extension
movements against the lever arm of the dynamometer that
moved at a velocity of 100°·s⫺1. The knee extension was
initiated at a joint angle of 90° and ended at 160°. After each
extension, the leg was returned passively to the starting
position from which the next contraction was immediately
initiated. Maximal dynamic strength was determined as the
peak torque (N·m) recorded during these series of knee
extensions. The ICC for test-retest reliability of dynamic
strength, recorded in a comparable group of untrained females, was 0.98.
Ballistic strength (BAL). The subjects performed four
ballistic tests for the knee extensors. They were asked to
extend the lower leg at the highest possible speed from a
knee-joint angle of 90° to an angle of 160°. This exercise
was performed once without external resistance on the lever
arm (0%), followed by three identical tests with a controlled
resistance on the lever arm. Hereby the degree of resistance
was individually determined at a percentage of the isometric
maximum in the knee angle from where the movement was
initiated (90°). The ballistic tests were performed with a
resistance of 20%, 40%, and 60% of this isometric maximum. At each test, the maximal velocity of the lever arm
(°·s⫺1) was recorded to determine ballistic strength. The
ICC for test-retest reliability of the maximal velocity during
ballistic tests, recorded in a comparable group of untrained
females, varied between 0.87 and 0.96, dependent on the
resistance.
Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise姞
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FIGURE 1—Root means square
(RMS) EMG activity (mV) in the m.
rectus femoris (top) and in the m. gastrocnemius (bottom) recorded in static
half squat position. The preamplified
signal (gain 80 dB) was bandpass filtered (15–10,000 Hz) before sampling
at 2000 Hz. RMS-EMG activity was
calculated of the rectified EMG signal
for a period of 10 s prior vibration,
during vibration, and after vibration
at 35 Hz with a vertical peak to peak
amplitude of 5 mm.

Explosive strength. A vertical CMJ with hands positioned in the waist was used to assess the lower-limb explosive
performance capacity (4) after stretch shortening of the muscles. This test was performed on a contact mat, recording the
flight time in milliseconds. The obtained flight time (t) is
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further used to determine the increase in the center of gravity
(h), i.e., h ⫽ gt2/8, where g ⫽ 9.81 m·s⫺2. The best of three
trials was recorded to determine the test score. The ICC for
test-retest reliability of CMJ performance, recorded in a comparable group of untrained females, was 0.99.
http://www.acsm-msse.org

TABLE 3. Physical characteristics of the subjects in the different groups.

Age (yr)
Body mass (kg)
Height (cm)

RES (N ⴝ 18)
Mean ⴞ SD

WBV (N ⴝ 18)
Mean ⴞ SD

PL (N ⴝ 19)
Mean ⴞ SD

CO (N ⴝ 12)
Mean ⴞ SD

P Value

21.4 ⫾ 2.1
58.1 ⫾ 6.9
165.2 ⫾ 6.3

21.5 ⫾ 2.1
63.5 ⫾ 8.4
167.5 ⫾ 4.8

22.2 ⫾ 1.4
62.1 ⫾ 9.5
165.3 ⫾ 7.2

20.6 ⫾ 1.7
63.3 ⫾ 11.8
162.1 ⫾ 20.8

0.106
0.380
0.443

Values are mean ⫾ SD.
P value: results of one-way ANOVA between group means.

Statistical Analysis
The effect of the different interventions on strength parameters was analyzed by means of ANOVA for repeated
measures [4 (group) ⫻ 2 (time)] (GLM) using the least
square method (LS means). After an overall F-value was
found to be significant, preplanned contrast analyses were
performed to evaluate the significance of effects (prepost,
between groups). A Bonferroni correction was used to adjust the P-value in relation to the number of contrasts that
were performed. All analyses were executed using the statistical package Statistica, version 6 (Statsoft, Inc.). Significance level was set on P ⬍ 0.05.

RESULTS
Training experiences, compliance, and drop-out.
In the WBV and PL groups, subjects acquainted very rapidly the exercise protocol. There were no reports of adverse
side effects. Most subjects experienced the vibration loading
(WBV group) as enjoyable and fatiguing, but they did not
consider it as a hard workout. The supervising staff reported
no doubts, concerning the training modalities, in the PL
group. All of these subjects (PL) felt confident that they
were participating in a real WBV program. During the first
weeks of the study, seven subjects dropped out: two subjects
of each training group (RES, WBV, and PL), respectively,
and one subject of the CO group. All of these drop-outs were
related to an incompatibility of the test/training program and
other commitments (e.g. work, studies, etc.) of the subjects.
All remaining subjects of the training groups (WBV, PL,
and RES) performed 36 training sessions. Some subjects
needed one extra week to complete all sessions, as they
missed up to three sessions during the 12-wk period. The
characteristics of the 67 subjects that completed all pre and
post tests are given in Table 3. No significant differences in
age, body mass, and height among all groups were detected
at the start of the study (Table 3).
Muscle performance. For isometric strength a significant interaction effect (group ⫻ time) was found
[F(3)⫽15.94, P ⬍ 0.001]. Contrast analysis clarified that
isometric knee-extensor torque (Fig. 2) increased significantly (P ⬍ 0.001) over 12 wk in the RES group (14.4 ⫾
5.3%) and in the WBV group (16. 6 ⫾ 10.8%) whereas no
significant increase was found in the PL- or the CO group.
Regarding dynamic strength a significant interaction effect
[F(3)⫽7.81, P ⬍ 0.001] was found. Contrast analysis
showed a significant increase (P ⬍ 0.001) in dynamic
strength (Fig. 2) for the RES group (7.0 ⫾ 6.2%) and the
WBV group (9.0 ⫾ 3.2%). The PL group and the CO group
did not improve in dynamic strength.
STRENGTH INCREASE AFTER WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION

The ballistic test results (Fig. 3) revealed no significant
effect (P ⬎ 0.05) in unloaded speed of movement (0%) or
in speed of movement with standardized resistance (20%,
40%, or 60% of maximal isometric strength).
CMJ height showed a significant interaction effect (group
⫻ time) [F(3)⫽ 5.88, P ⬍ 0.001]. Contrast analysis clarified
that jumping height increased significantly (P ⬍ 0.001) over
12 wk in the WBV group (7.6 ⫾ 4.3%), but remained
unchanged in all other groups (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION
This is the first placebo-controlled study that compares
the effects of 12 wk of WBV training and resistance training
on knee-extensor strength and CMJ performance in previously untrained subjects. The results of this study clearly

FIGURE 2—Mean and SD before (pre) and after (post) 12 wk in the
RES, WBV, PL, and CO groups. Top: maximal isometric knee-extensor torque (ISO). Bottom: maximal dynamic knee-extensor torque
(DYN). † refers to a significant interaction (group ⴛ time) effect at P
< 0.05. * indicates that posttraining values are significantly higher
than pretraining values at P < 0.05 (contrast analysis).
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FIGURE 3—Maximal speed of movement during ballistic tests (BAL) without resistance (0%) or with resistances of 20%, 40%, and 60% of the
isometric maximum (ISOmax). Mean and SD before (pre) and after (post) 12 wk in the RES, WBV, PL, and CO groups.

indicate that strength, and more specifically isometric and
isokinetic strength, significantly improved after WBV training. The magnitude of the strength increase in isometric and
1038
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dynamic strength of the quadriceps, 16.6% and 9.0%, respectively, is comparable to the increase that was realized
by an equal number of resistance training sessions, 14.4%
http://www.acsm-msse.org

FIGURE 4 —Counter movement jump
height (CMJ). Mean and SD before
(pre) and after (post) 12 wk in the
RES, WBV, PL, and CO groups. † refers to a significant interaction (group
ⴛ time) effect at P < 0.05. * indicates
that posttraining values are significantly higher than pretraining values
at P < 0.05 (contrast analysis).

and 7.0%, respectively. Additionally, CMJ height, a measure of explosive strength after stretch shortening of the
muscles, increased by 7.6% in the WBV group but did not
change in any of the other groups. The data of this study
clearly indicate that strength increases in the WBV group
are not related to a placebo effect. Besides, these training
effects may not be considered as acute effects as the posttest
measurements were performed at least 72 h after the last
training session. WBV training, and the muscle contractions
it provokes, appears to be an efficient training stimulus to
increase muscle strength.
The induced improvement in CMJ (7.6%) found in the
present study is comparable to the 8.5% increase in jump
height in the study of Torvinen et al. (23). In addition,
Torvinen et al. (23) recorded an increase of 3.7% in isometric knee-extensor strength after 2 months of WBV training; this effect disappeared partly in the next 2 months of
WBV training. In this study, a 16.6% increase in isometric
knee-extensor strength was found. This difference in isometric strength gain could be partially explained by the use
of other WBV-training programs. In the study of Torvinen
et al. (23), subjects stood only 4 min per session on the
WBV platform compared with a systematic increase of the
training volume from 3 to 20 min per session in this study
(Table 1). Sale (21) suggested that full activation of the
muscle may lead to motor unit fatigue and consequently to
strength gain. EMG recordings (Fig. 1) show the impact of
WBV on muscle activity. It is likely that a prolonged period
of standing on the WBV platform results in full motor unit
activation. However, a 4-min WBV session could be too
short to induce motor unit fatigue. The 3.7% increase in
isometric strength in the study of Torvinen et al. (23) is
comparable to the nonsignificant increase in isometric
strength in the PL group of this study (4.7%) and may result
from the static and dynamic exercises on the platform.
Generally, the adaptations that occur in the neuromuscular system with chronic levels of physical activity can be
STRENGTH INCREASE AFTER WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION

assessed in a variety of ways. The most common approach
is to distinguish between the neural and intramuscular
mechanisms that influence muscle power and strength (9). It
has been observed that in resistance training the first phase
of adaptation may be attributed to an improvement in neural
factors, the intramuscular factors become more important as
training continues over several months. Although not measured in this study, a certain degree of hypertrophy may be
expected after 12 wk of resistance training, and it cannot be
excluded that it occurred as well in the WBV group. In rats,
a vibration-induced enlargement of slow- and fast-twitch
fibers has been demonstrated (16). However, it is well
known that the cross-sectional area of muscle does not
increase to the same extent as maximal strength does.
Therefore, intramuscular adaptations are not expected to
be the most important mechanism responsible for
strength increase after 12 wk of training (12,19). Evidence also indicates that voluntary activation is a limiting
factor in force production and that improvements in force
generated per unit cross-sectional area are responsible for
the initial gain in strength (10).
It is likely that WBV elicits a biological adaptation that is
connected to the neural potentiation effect, similar to that
produced by resistance and explosive strength training. Recently, it was suggested that resistance training might alter
the connectivity between corticospinal cells and spinal motoneurons (7,8). Interneurons in the spinal cord receive input
from afferent fibers, descending fibers, and the fibers of
other interneurons and ultimately influence the activity of
motoneurons. The interaction of these various inputs onto
interneuronal circuitry determines which motor units are
recruited during movement. The activation of motoneurons
via both corticospinal cells and spinal reflex pathways is
partly determined by the manner in which supraspinal and
segmental elements interact to set the excitability states of
interneuronal circuits. An important consequence of this
arrangement is that the same corticospinal output can actiMedicine & Science in Sports & Exercise姞
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vate different populations of motoneurons dependent of the
state of circuitry within the spinal cord (7).
It is well known that the input of proprioceptive pathways
(Ia, IIa, and probably Ib afferents) is used in the production
of force during isometric contractions (10). During WBV,
these proprioceptive pathways are strongly stimulated. The
vibratory stimulus is activating the sensory receptors that
results in reflexive muscle contractions. The increase in
isometric strength after 12 wk of training, and thus after
extensive sensory stimulation, might thus be the result of a
more efficient use of the positive proprioceptive feedback
loop in the generation of isometric force.
Additionally, the results show also an increase in CMJ
due to WBV training that was not found in the RES, PL, or
in the CO group. Komi (13) showed the involvement of the
stretch reflex and thus Ia afferent input in the force potentiation during a stretch-shortening contraction (SSC) in the
CMJ. The stimulation of the sensory receptors and the
afferent pathways with WBV might thus lead to a more
efficient use of the stretch reflex. It is suggested that the
tonic vibration reflex induced a reflex sensitization of the
muscle spindles and increased a facilitation of the reflex
action on the motoneuron pool (18). The sensory stimulation
that is the basis of muscle activity in WBV training seems
hereby crucial in the facilitation of the SSC as resistance
training with little sensory stimulation did not improve the
CMJ. However, one should take care when comparing the
CMJ data of the RES group to other groups in this study. In
the pretest condition (Fig. 4), a significantly higher (⫾ 35
mm) [F(3)⫽3.99, P ⫽ 0.012] CMJ performance was recorded in the RES group compared with all other groups.
Considering that pretest isometric and dynamic strength was
identical in all groups (P ⬎ 0.05), this difference in CMJ
performance is most probably related to a lower (⫾ 4 –5 kg),
nonsignificant, body weight in the RES group (Table 3).
This includes that the potential for progression in CMJ was
smaller in the RES group compared with all other groups.
Though the WBV group did make significant gain in CMJ
performance and the RES group did not improve, it is quite
obvious that there was no difference in the posttest CMJ
performance between the RES and the WBV group (Fig. 4).
So the results of this study clearly show a significant increase in jump performance when WBV is compared with
PL and CO, but differences in pretest condition may have
interacted when the effect on CMJ is compared with RES.
Further research is needed to analyze the impact of resistance training and WBV on CMJ performance. It should
also be emphasized that the resistance training program in
this study was not specifically designed to improve CMJ
performance.
At motor unit level, it was suggested that the tonic vibration reflex affects primarily the subjects ability to gen-

erate high firing rates in high-threshold motor units (1). The
recruitment thresholds of the motor units during WBV are
expected to be lower compared with voluntary contractions
(18), probably resulting in a more rapid activation and
training of high-threshold motor units. Therefore, it has
been suggested that WBV training renders specific training
of fast-twitch fibers (17), which have an important contribution in ballistic strength. However, the results of this
study cannot support these suggestions. No effect of any of
the interventions on the speed of movement, as measured by
means of ballistic tests with a resistance of 20, 40, or 60%,
relative to the isometric strength of the subject was found.
This latter finding indicates that there was no significant
chronic effect of WBV or resistance training on the relative
force-velocity curve of the knee extensors. The maximal
speed of movement recorded in unloaded ballistic conditions remained also unchanged after any of the
interventions.
Whatever may be the mechanisms behind it, it is clear
that WBV elicits muscle contraction involuntary and it
induces strength gain in previously untrained subjects
within a short period of time and without much effort. The
subjects did not experience the WBV training as exhausting
training sessions. This suggests that WBV has a great potential in a therapeutic context where it may enhance muscular performance in patients and elderly, who are not
attracted to or who are not able to perform standard exercise
programs. It may also enhance performance of athletes in a
stretch-shortening cycle, as suggested by the results on the
CMJ.
In conclusion, this is the first study that demonstrates that
the stimulation of propriospinal pathways provoked by
WBV and the resulting increase in muscle activity have the
potential to induce strength gain in the knee extensors of
previously untrained subjects to the same extent as resistance training at moderate intensity. The findings of this
study clearly indicate that strength increases after 12 wk of
WBV training are not attributable to a placebo effect. The
CMJ height increased significantly in the WBV group only.
The results of this study suggest that strength increases
recorded in the WBV group are mainly resulting from neural
adaptations and can be ascribed to a more efficient use of
sensory information in the production of force. It is clear
that more research on WBV is needed to clarify the mechanisms of muscle contractions and strength gain.
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This randomized cross-over study was designed to investigate the effects of a 4-min
vibration bout on muscle performance and body balance in young, healthy subjects.
Sixteen volunteers (eight men, eight women, age 24±33 years) underwent both the
4-min vibration- and sham-interventions in a randomized order on different days.
Six performance tests (stability platform, grip strength, isometric extension strength
of lower extremities, tandem-walk, vertical jump and shuttle run) were performed
10 min before (baseline), and 2 and 60 min after the intervention. The effect of
vibration on the surface electromyography (EMG) of soleus, gastrocnemius and
vastus lateralis muscles was also investigated. The vibration-loading, based on a
tilting platform, induced a transient (signi®cant at the 2-min test) 2á5% net bene®t
in the jump height (P  0á019), 3á2% bene®t in the isometric extension strength of
lower extremities (P  0á020) and 15á7% improvement in the body balance
(P  0á049). In the other 2-min or in the 60-min tests, there were no statistically
signi®cant differences between the vibration- and sham-interventions. Decreased
mean power frequency in EMG of all muscles during the vibration indicated
evolving muscle fatigue, while the root mean square voltage of EMG signal increased
in calf muscles. We have shown in this study that a single bout of whole body
vibration transiently improves muscle performance of lower extremities and body
balance in young healthy adults.

Introduction
Mechanical stimulation in a form of vibration has recently
aroused a great deal of interest in the ®elds of exercise
physiology and bone research (Rubin & McLeod, 1994; Rubin
et al., 1995, 1998, 2001a, b; Flieger et al., 1998; Bosco et al.,
1999a, b; Falempin & Albon, 1999; Rittweger et al., 2000). It
has been hypothesized that a low amplitude, high frequency
mechanical stimulation of human body is a safe and ef®cient
way to improve muscle strength, body balance and mechanical
competence of bone.
Although the vibration stimulus is widely employed among
athletes as a part of their training regimen and it may be a
promising way to enhance muscle and bone characteristics
simultaneously, only some experimental and clinical studies have
investigated its actual effects (Flieger et al., 1998; Bosco et al.,

1999b; Falempin et al., 1999; Rubin et al., 2001a, b). According
to published peer-reviewed literature, a single vibration bout
(10 min at the frequency of 26 Hz) has been shown to result in
a signi®cantly temporary increase in muscle strength of female
volleyball players (Bosco et al., 1999b), and a vibration stimulus
has been shown to prevent ovariectomy-induced bone loss in
rats (Flieger et al., 1998).
Notwithstanding the preliminarily positive experimental and
clinical results (Rubin et al., 1994, 1995, 1998, 2001a, b;
Flieger et al., 1998; Bosco et al., 1999a, b; Falempin et al., 1999;
Rittweger et al., 2000), conclusive evidence regarding the
ef®cacy and safety of vibration in humans is lacking. The
purpose of this study was therefore to investigate with a
randomized controlled, within-subject design the effects of a
single, 4-min vibration bout on healthy, young volunteers'
muscle performance and body balance.
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Materials and methods
Subjects
Sixteen young healthy volunteers (eight men and eight women,
24±33 years of age) participated in the study. Their body mass
ranged from 66 to 83 kg for males and from 51 to 70 kg for
females and height ranged from 175 to 190 cm for males and
from 156 to 178 cm for females. The exclusion criteria were:
any cardiovascular, respiratory, abdominal, urinary, gynaecological, neurological, musculoskeletal, or other chronic diseases;
pregnancy; prosthesis; medication that could affect the musculoskeletal system; menstrual irregularities and regular participation in impact-type exercise more than three times a week. All
participants gave their informed written consent before enrolment to the study, and the protocol was approved by the
Institutional Review Board and Ethics Committee of the UKK
Institute.
Study setting
All subjects were familiarized with the whole body vibration
protocol and all outcome measurements about 1 week before
the actual study tests. The tests were shared between two
different, consecutive days to avoid fatigue and thus possible
contamination of the results, i.e. in all subjects both the
vibration- and sham-interventions were carried out twice in
conjunction with different outcome measurements (Fig. 1). In

each subject, the distance between the vibration- and shaminterventions was 1±2 weeks.
At the beginning of each study test session, a 4-min warm-up
was performed on a bicycle ergometer (workload in
W  1á2 body weight in N). During the tests and interventions,
subjects wore thin-soled gymnastic-type shoes. Four minutes of
cooling down on the cycle ergometer also followed each test
session (Fig. 1). Use of alcohol or strenuous physical activity
were allowed neither during the day before the test session, nor
the testing day.
All subjects thus received both the vibration intervention
and sham intervention and were randomly assigned to start
with either the vibration- or sham-intervention (Fig. 1) in
order to eliminate the in¯uence of a learning curve on the
results. Both interventions were carried out in a standing
position on the vibration platform (a prototype of Galileo,
2000, Novotec Maschinen GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany), with
(vibration-intervention) or without (sham-intervention) the
whole body vibration. The duration of both interventions was
4 min. While standing on the ends of the rigid lever arm of
the platform (each foot kept 0á28 m away from the centre of
the platform) the subjects repeated four times a 60-s light
exercise programme according to instructions shown by the
investigator. The rationale of the exercise programme was to
guarantee a multidirectional, balanced vibration loading on the
body and make the standing on the platform less monotonous.
The programme comprised of light squatting (0±10 s),

Figure 1 The study protocol.
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standing in the erect position (10±20 s), standing in a relaxed
position the knees in a slight ¯exion (20±30 s), light jumping
(30±40 s), alternating the body weight from one leg to
another (40±50 s), and standing on the heels (50±60 s).
During the vibration intervention, the vibration frequency
increased in 1 min intervals: 15 Hz for the ®rst minute, 20 Hz
for the second minute, 25 Hz for the third minute and 30 Hz
for the last minute. The peak-to-peak amplitude of vibration at
the end of the 0á72 m long tilting platform was 10 mm.
Considering the amplitude at the 0á28 m site (where the feet
were kept) and the sinusoidal nature of loading, the theoretical
maximal acceleration was nearly 3á5 g (where g is the Earth's
gravitational ®eld or 9á81 m s±2) with 15 Hz loading, 6á5 g
with 20 Hz, 10 g with 25 Hz, and 14 g with 30 Hz,
respectively.
Performance tests
The baseline performance measurements were started 2 min
after the warm-up. Ten minutes after the baseline measurements, subjects were exposed to either the above-described
vibration- or sham-intervention. The same performance measurements were done again at 2 and 60 min after the 4-min
vibration- or sham-intervention (Fig. 1).
The performance tests were shared between 2 days to avoid
potential contamination of results due to fatigue. On day 1,
stability platform test, measurements of grip strength and
isometric extension strength of lower extremities were carried
out. On day 2, tests consisted of tandem-walk, vertical jump, and
shuttle run tests. The measurements were always done in the
same order. Day-to-day reproducibilities (expressed as a rootmean-square coef®cient of variation CV%rms) of the performance tests were determined using the duplicate baseline data
measured before the vibration- and sham-interventions and are
given in the `Results' section (see below).
A postural sway platform (Biodex Stability System, New York, NY,
USA) was used to assess the body balance (Schmitz & Arnold,
1998). The subjects stood on a labile platform on both legs, eyes
opened and arms beside the trunk. The platform provides eight
different stability-levels: level 8 is virtually stable and level 1 is
the most labile. As a test, we employed a 40-s protocol in
successive 10 s intervals: level 5 (0±10 s), level 4 (10±20 s),
level 3 (20±30 s), and level 2 (30±40 s). The system provides a
numerical stability index, which re¯ects the body sway variation
around the projection of the centre of gravity of the body
(centre of foot pressure) so that the lower the score of the test
the better the stability (Schmitz et al., 1998). Each subject's feet
position coordinates on the platform were recorded after the
®rst stability measurement and the same coordinates were used
throughout the study to obtain consistency between the tests.
The mean value of two stability indices was used as the test
score. Before each test, the subjects had one to two familiarization trials.
Grip strength was considered as a reference test that was
expected not to be affected by the vibration- or sham-

intervention. It was measured using a standard grip strength
meter (Digitest, Muurame, Finland). The median value of three
readings was used as a test score.
Maximal isometric strength of the leg extensors was measured with a
standard leg press dynamometer (Heinonen et al., 1994). The
subjects sat on the dynamometer chair with their knees and ankles
at an angle of 90° of ¯exion while pressing maximally against
strain gauges (Tamtron, Tampere, Finland) under their feet. The
isometric strength was recorded for three maximal efforts, and the
median value of three readings was used as the test score.
A tandem walk test along a 6-m line was used to assess the
dynamic balance (Nelson et al., 1994). The subjects were
instructed to place one foot behind the other, each time making
sure that the tip of the foot was in contact with the heel of the
other. The subjects were told to walk backwards as fast as
possible while avoiding any mistakes. The time of a successful
performance was measured with a stopwatch. The median value
of three readings was used as a test score.
A vertical countermovement jump test (hands kept on the pelvis) was
used to assess the lower-limb explosive performance capacity
(Bosco et al., 1983). The tests were performed on a contact
platform (Newtest, Oulu, Finland), which gives the time the
subject is on air in milliseconds. The obtained `¯ight' time (t)
was used to estimate the height of the rise of body centre of
gravity (h) during the vertical jump, i.e. h  gt2/8, where
g  9á81 m s±2. The median value of three measurements was
used as a test score.
A shuttle run test over a 30-m course was used to assess the
dynamic balance or agility (Baker et al., 1993). The subjects
were asked to run as fast as possible six times between markers
placed 4 m apart and touch the ¯oor after each 4-m run, and
®nally run a 6-m course over the goal line. A single performance
was done and the running time was recorded with photoelectric
cells in milliseconds.
Electromyography (EMG) measurements
Bipolar surface EMG from soleus, gastrocnemius and vastus
lateralis (of the quadriceps) muscles was recorded by a
dedicated differential ampli®er (Myosystem 1008, Noraxon,
Oulu Finland; input impedance >1 MW, gain 1000, and 3-dB
bandwidth 20±350 Hz) during the 4-min bout of vibrationintervention. Disposable electrodes were located on the muscle
bellies approximately in the midway between the centre of the
innervation zone and the further tendon. Before attaching the
electrodes, the skin was carefully shaved, rubbed and cleaned
with alcohol. Good contact of electrodes was further secured
with an adhesive tape.
The EMG signals were digitized at a sampling frequency of
1 kHz (DT2801 12-bit A/D-converter, Data Translation, Marlborough, MA, USA) during the 4 min periods and stored for
further analysis with a dedicated software (NST, Noraxon, Oulu,
Finland). A 1024-point Fast Fourier Transform was used to
determine the power spectrum of given EMG signals. Four
separate spectra were determined in 1 s intervals over a 4-s
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period in the middle of the relaxed standing phase (only
stabilizing muscle activity present), and the average of these
spectra was determined. The EMG signal quality was visually
checked before the spectrum analysis. From this average
spectrum, a representative mean power frequency (MPF in
Hz) and root mean square voltage (RMS, in mV) of the EMG
signal were calculated for each minute of intervention and these
variables used as test outcomes.
Statistical analysis
Mean, standard deviation (SD), and 95% con®dence interval
(95% CI) are given as descriptive statistics.
The 2 and 60-min effects of whole body vibration on
individual physical performance were de®ned as relative
differences between the changes in the given test outcome
observed after the vibration (V)- and sham (S)- interventions.
The relative differences were achieved through log-transformation of the variables. The time-effect at 2 and 60 min was
determined by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
repeated measures.
Repeated measures ANOVA was also used to estimate the
time-effect on EMG variables (MPF and RMS) during vibrationinterventions.
The associations between the mean power frequency and root
mean square minute-values were analysed by the Pearson's
correlation coef®cients.

Results
All subjects completed the study without any objective sideeffects. Neither subjective adverse reactions nor exhaustive
fatigue were reported after the 4-min vibration bout. Most of
the subjects reported that the whole body vibration was
`stimulating' for the lower extremities.
As response to sham- or vibration intervention showed no
gender differences, the data of women and men were pooled
and analysed together.

The vertical jump height increased 0á7 cm at 2 min after the
vibration-intervention as compared with an unchanged value
after the sham-intervention resulting in a signi®cant 2á5% net
bene®t (P  0á019) for the vibration (Table 1 and Fig. 2b).
The effect disappeared completely by 60 min after the
intervention.
As expected, no effect was observed in the grip strength at 2
and 60 min after the vibration-intervention (Table 1 and
Fig. 2c). The responses were virtually identical after sham- or
vibration-intervention.
Stability tests
The net bene®t of the vibration was 15á7% in the score of the
stability platform at 2-min test (vs. sham-intervention,
P  0á049) (Table 1 and Fig. 2d). No effect was observed in
the 60-min test nor in the other balance and performance-tests
(Table 1 and Fig. 2e±f).

EMG
Mean power frequency
Mean power frequency of the soleus muscle activity decreased
systematically during the 4-min vibration, the 4-min values
being on average 18á8% lower than the 1-min values. The
magnitude of decrease in MPF during vibration was also
statistically signi®cant (P<0á001) (Table 2 and Fig. 3a). A
similar pattern was observed in MPF of the gastrocnemius
muscle activity. The MPF decreased throughout the vibration
(P<0á001) and the 4-min values were on average 18á3% lower
than the 1-min values (Table 2 and Fig. 3b).
The decrease in the MPF of the vastus lateralis muscle activity
was not so evident and systematic as that in the soleus and
gastrocnemius muscles during the ®rst 3 min, but during the
last minute of vibration-intervention a rapid 8á6% decrease
occurred (P<0á001) (Table 2 and Fig. 3c).
Root mean square voltage

Muscle performance and body balance
The day-to-day reproducibility (CV%rms) was 2á3% for the
isometric extension strength of lower extremities, 2á5% for the
vertical jump, 3á6% for the grip strength, 17á5% for the stability
platform, 8á2% for the tandem walk and 1á8% for the shuttle run.
Strength tests
Isometric lower limb extension strength increased 2á0 kg at
2 min after the vibration-intervention as compared with a mean
decrease of 3á4 kg after the sham-intervention resulting in a
statistically signi®cant 3á2% net bene®t (P  0á02) for the
vibration (Table 1 and Fig. 2a). At 60 min after the vibrationintervention the bene®t diminished (2á4%, P  0á11).

Root mean square voltage of the soleus and the gastrocnemius
muscle EMG activity increased during the 4-min vibrationintervention, the 4-min values being on average 21á6%
(P<0á001) and 35á2% (P  0á004) higher than the 1-min
values, respectively (Table 2 and Fig 3a, b). Root mean square
voltage of the vastus lateralis EMG activity was quite stable over
the entire 4-min vibration-intervention and showed no statistically signi®cant time-effect (Table 2 and Fig. 3c).
For analysing the relationship between the mean power
frequency and root mean square minute-values, Pearson's
correlation coef®cients were calculated for each subject, and a
mean correlation coef®cient was calculated. The mean of these
individual correlation coef®cients was ±0á79 for the soleusmuscle, ±0á83 for the gastrocnemius-muscle and ±0á61 for the
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Table 1 The performance test parameters after
the 4-min sham- and vibration-interventions.
Mean (SD) values and mean (95% CI and
P-value) between-groups net differences for the
relative change by time.

Variables

Between-groups
net-difference for
the relative change
Sham-loading Vibration-loading
by time (%)a

Lower limb extension strength
Baseline
185á1 (53á8)
2 min
181á7 (53á0)
60 min
179á1 (53á1)

95% CIa

P-valuea

(kg)
182á9 (54á9)
184á9 (53á8)
181á3 (55á5)

3á2
2á4

0á6 to 5á9
±0á6 to 5á5

0á020
0á11

Vertical jump (cm)
Baseline
31á3 (9á2)
2 min
31á3 (9á8)
60 min
30á6 (9á1)

31á2 (9á1)
31á9 (9á6)
30á6 (9á0)

2á5
0á1

0á5 to 4á6
±4á0 to 4á4

0á019
0á97

Grip strength (kg)
Baseline
36á6 (13á0)
2 min
36á3 (12á7)
60 min
37á4 (13á5)

36á7 (13á3)
36á4 (13á0)
37á0 (12á5)

0á2
±0á1

±3á2 to 3á9
±3á1 to 3á1

0á88
0á97

Stability platform (stability index)
Baseline
2á4 (0á8)
2á6 (1á0)
2 min
2á5 (0á8)
2á3 (1á1)
60 min
2á5 (1á0)
2á4 (0á8)

±15á7
±8á8

±28á8 to ±0á1
±32á6 to 23á5

0á049
0á53

Tandem walk (s)
Baseline
12á1 (3á3)
2 min
11á2 (2á6)
60 min
11á2 (2á6)

11á9 (3á4)
11á2 (3á4)
11á1 (2á6)

0á5
1á6

±5á4 to 6á8
±6á0 to 9á9

0á87
0á67

Shuttle run (s)
Baseline
10á5 (1á2)
2 min
10á4 (1á3)
60 min
10á4 (1á4)

10á5 (1á1)
10á3 (1á2)
10á4 (1á2)

±1á1
±0á5

±2á9 to 0á7
±3á1 to 2á0

0á22
0á66

a

One-way analysis of variance with repeated measures.

Figure 2 The percentage changes in the strength, balance, and performance test 2 and 60 min after the 4-min sham- or vibration-intervention. Mean
and 95% con®dence interval. *P<0á05.
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Table 2 Mean power frequency (Hz) and root mean square voltage (mV) of the EMG signal of the soleus-, gastrocnemius- and vastus lateralis muscles
as determined from the surface EMG during the 4-min vibration-loading. Mean (SD) and P-values.
Soleus
Mean power
frequency (Hz)
1
2
3
4

min
min
min
min

Root mean square
voltage (mV)

Gastrocnemius
Mean power
frequency (Hz)

Root mean square
voltage (mV)

Vastus lateralis
Mean power
frequency (Hz)

Root mean square
voltage (mV)

97á6 (7á9)
1á3 (0á5)
100á6 (10á2)
1á3 (0á8)
89á3 (6á8)
1á3 (0á5)
88á2 (10á9)
1á4 (0á7)
94á1 (8á5)
1á3 (0á9)
85á7 (7á1)
1á2 (0á6)
84á5 (11á5)
1á5 (0á8)
87á4 (9á9)
1á5 (1á0)
86á2 (9á1)
1á2 (0á6)
79á3 (10á2)
1á5 (0á8)
81á8 (7á0)
1á5 (0á9)
78á6 (7á8)
1á3 (0á7)
P<0á001
P<0á001
P<0á001
P = 0á004
P<0á001
P = 0á137
Plinear trend<0á001
Plinear trend<0á001
Plinear trend = 0á002
Plinear trend<0á001
Plinear trend = 0á394
Plinear trend<0á001
Pdev. from linear = 0á034 Pdev. from linear = 0á078 Pdev. from linear = 0á92 Pdev. from linear = 0á32 Pdev. from linear = 0á047 Pdev. from linear = 0á070

vastus lateralis muscle. This indicated a remarkable negative
correlation between MPF and RMS values during vibration.

Discussion

Figure 3 The changes in the mean power frequency (MPF) and root
mean square voltage (RMS) values of the EMG recordings of the (a)
soleus, (b) gastrocnemius, and (c) vastus lateralis muscles during the
vibration-loading. Mean and SD. Trends in MPF values were linear
(P<0á001) in all muscles, whereas linear trends in RMS were statistically
signi®cant in the soleus- and gastrocnemius-muscles (P<0á001 and
P<0á002, respectively), but not in the vastus lateralis muscle (see
Table 2).

We showed in this randomized cross-over study that in healthy
young adults a single, 4-min vibration-loading induced a
signi®cant, transient increase in the isometric extension strength
of the lower extremities, jump height, and body balance. These
effects were observed 2 min after the vibration, but had
disappeared more or less completely 1 h later. Although the
improvements in these performance parameters were quite
small, the systematic nature of these responses was clear. Thus, it
was evident that the immediate effects of a short-bout vibration
were bene®cial for physical performance.
It has been shown that mechanical vibration exert a tonic
excitatory in¯uence on the muscles exposed to it. Vibration
applied directly to muscle belly or tendon (at the frequency of
10±200 Hz) or to whole body (1±30 Hz) has been shown to
elicit a response named `tonic vibration re¯ex' (TVR)
(Hagbarth & Eklund, 1985, Seidel, 1988). The vibrationinduced TVR involves activation of muscle spindles, mediation
of the neural signal by 1a afferents (Hagbarth, 1973), and
activation of the muscle ®bres via large a-motor neurones. The
TVR induced by the vibration is also capable of causing an
increasing recruitment of motor units via activation of muscle
spindles and polysynaptic pathways (De Gail et al., 1966),
which is seen as a temporary increase in the muscle activity.
However, a long-term irritation of the muscle-spindles by
vibration leads ultimately to muscle fatigue (Eklund, 1972;
Martin & Park, 1997). This, in turn, is seen as a reduction of
EMG activity, motor unit ®ring rates, and contraction force.
We initially anticipated that whole-body loading via vibration
is fatiguing. However, the subjects experienced the vibration
loading stimulating rather than fatiguing. This subjective
opinion was also corroborated by the objective measurements
(2 min performance tests). The improved strength and power of
the lower extremities and the improved body balance after the
vibration intervention (Fig. 2a, b, d) suggests that neurogenic
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adaptation may have occurred in the muscles of the lower
extremities in response to vibration.
Although the participants did not subjectively experience the
vibration fatiguing, and neither was any apparent fatigue-effect
seen in the performance measurements, the EMG analysis
showed a signi®cant reduction of the MPF during the
vibration-intervention. A reduction in MPF is generally
considered a sign of muscle fatigue (Viitasalo & Komi, 1977;
Petrofsky et al., 1982; Dowling, 1997; Jurell, 1998). The
muscle fatigue identi®ed by the spectral analysis of EMG was
more distinct in the calf muscles (soleus and gastrocnemius)
than in the vastus lateralis of the quadriceps muscle (Fig. 3). In
contrast to the reduction of the MPF in both calf and thigh
muscles, the root mean square voltage of EMG increased in the
former muscles during the vibration (Fig. 3). This ®nding
suggests that it may have been necessary to recruit more motor
units in the calf muscles to compensate the more pronounced
fatigue present in these muscles during the vibration while in
the thigh muscles such a response was not needed. Perhaps, a
longer bout of vibration might have resulted in a similar
response in the activity of the vastus lateralis muscle as well.
These ®ndings, improved results of the strength tests but the
decreased EMG activity, suggest that our vibration stimulus
was long enough to stimulate the muscles of the lower
extremities, but too short to induce signi®cant muscle fatigue.
One may suspect whether this effect is speci®c for vibration
stimulus only; that is, would it have been possible to get a
similar effect by other forms of stimulating physical activity,
such as a normal warming-up manoeuvre. In order to
eliminate this possibility, the subjects performed exactly the
same warm-up on a bicycle ergometer and performed the
same exercise protocol while standing on the platform during
both the vibration- and sham-interventions. It is also recalled
that the order of these interventions was randomized so that
the learning curve bias could be minimized.
When considering the possible effects of vibration loading on
bone, it is possible that these effects are transferred to bone via
vibration-induced muscle activity. Actually, according to the
literature, it has been proposed that even extremely small strains
induced by very low acceleration (g  0á3, much smaller than
that used in our experiment) may be effective determinants of
bone morphology (Rubin et al., 2001a, b). On the other hand,
our observations on the muscle fatigue are also of interest. The
reduction in MPF indicated that in response to even a short bout
of vibration, the muscles of the lower extremity tend to fatigue.
This may indicate that with continuing vibration a larger
proportion of the incident vibration energy is directed to bones,
instead of being absorbed by muscle tissue (Yoshikawa et al.,
1994; Millgrom et al., 1999).
The above noted ®ndings suggest that vibration is a
potentially ef®cient training stimulus and future studies should
focus on evaluating the long-term effects of whole body
vibration on body balance and muscle performance, and, as a
broader objective, on bone structure and strength.
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Summary

Occupationally used high-frequency vibration is
supposed to have negative effects on blood ¯ow and
muscle strength. Conversely, low-frequency vibration
used as a training tool appears to increase muscle
strength, but nothing is known about its effects on
peripheral circulation. The aim of this investigation
was to quantify alterations in muscle blood volume
after whole muscle vibration ± after exercising on the
training device Galileo 2000 (Novotec GmbH,
Pforzheim, Germany). Twenty healthy adults performed a 9-min standing test. They stood with both
feet on a platform, producing oscillating mechanical
vibrations of 26 Hz. Alterations in muscle blood
volume of the quadriceps and gastrocnemius muscles
were assessed with power Doppler sonography and
arterial blood ¯ow of the popliteal artery with a
Doppler ultrasound machine. Measurements were
performed before and immediately after exercising.
Power Doppler indices indicative of muscular blood
circulation in the calf and thigh signi®cantly
increased after exercise. The mean blood ¯ow
velocity in the popliteal artery increased from 6á5 to
13á0 cm s±1 and its resistive index was signi®cantly
reduced. The results indicate that low-frequency
vibration does not have the negative effects on
peripheral circulation known from occupational
high-frequency vibration.
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Keywords: arterial blood ¯ow, muscle contraction,
tissue blood ¯ow, vibration.
Introduction

As early as in 1949, Whedon et al. (1949) reported the
positive effect of passive exercise, by means of an
oscillating bed, on metabolic abnormalities in plasterimmobilized patients. In an experimental study it has
been shown that the application of 50 Hz, 10 g
vibration for 2±5 h daily increased the cross-section
of muscle ®bres and reduced the fat content of muscle
tissue (Hettinger, 1956). A randomized study showed
that, in athletes, 3 weeks of strength training (sitting
bench-press) with superimposed vibratory stimulation
led to an almost 50% increase in the one-repetitionmaximum compared with an average gain of 16%
with conventional training and no gain for the control
group (Issurin et al., 1994). On the other hand,
investigating forestry operators, Bovenzi et al. (1991)
showed that a loss in grip strength may occur after
prolonged occupational vibration exposure. Workers
who use hand-held vibrating tools may also experience ®nger blanching attacks as a result of episodic
vasospasm in the digital vessels (Bovenzi & Grif®n,
1997). An experimental study with rats attached to a
vibrating table (80 Hz, 32 m s2) 5 h daily for 2 days
indicated that vibration may lead to muscle injury
(Necking et al., 1996).
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The power Doppler sonography technique allows
quanti®cation of relative moving blood volume
(Rubin et al., 1995). MR imaging and conventional
colour Doppler imaging correlate well with other
physiological measures of exercise-induced changes in
blood ¯ow (Hirsch et al., 1995; Pena et al., 1996).
Fleckenstein et al. (1988) showed that a few minutes
of muscle activity led to signal intensity changes on
MR images, which correlated moderately with the
level of exertion.
When standing on a vibrating platform, one tends
to attenuate the imposed vibration and misalignment
of stance by physical activity. The rhythmic muscle
contractions evoked by standing on a vibrating
platform may be bene®cial in counteracting the lack
of other physical exercise, but its effects on peripheral
circulation are not thoroughly examined yet.
So far, most studies investigating the effect of
vibration on blood ¯ow have used frequencies
common among tools used in industry which generally means 80±100 Hz (LundstroÈm & BurstoÈm, 1984).
In this study this range of frequency is summarized as
`high frequency' and frequencies below that are called
`low frequency'. A comparison of different magnitudes
(22 and 87 m s)2) and frequencies (31á5 and 125 Hz)
revealed that the high-frequency vibration stimulus
produced a greater reduction in ®nger blood ¯ow
(Bovenzi & Grif®n, 1997). The authors conclude that
the digital circulatory response to acute vibration
depends upon the magnitude and frequency of
vibration.
The aim of this study was to determine whether
standing on a vibrating platform that moves up and
down at a frequency of 26 Hz and with an amplitude
of 3 mm has negative effects on blood ¯ow, as is
known from occupational studies investigating highfrequency vibration.
Methods
Subjects

Healthy volunteers between 25 and 35 years of age
were allowed to participate in the study. With respect
to regular physical activity they were required not to
have a sedentary lifestyle but also not to engage in
regular strenuous physical activity, especially weightlifting exercises. Informed consent was given by all
378

participants and the protocol conformed to the
Declaration of Helsinki.
Training

Prior to the experiment, the subjects' age, height and
weight were recorded. The level of regular occupational and recreational physical activities were
assessed according to the American Heart Association
(1975).
The subjects were exposed to whole-body vibration
using the Galileo 2000 device (Novotec GmbH,
Pforzheim, Germany). They stood on a platform ®xed
on a sagittal axle which alternately pushes the right
and left leg upwards and downwards at a frequency
of 26 Hz (amplitude  3 mm, peak acceleration 
78 m s)2). Three sets of different positions were
used.
During the ®rst set, the subjects stood with their
legs straight and their forefeet parallel to each other
on the platform. The second bout was performed
with the entire feet standing on the platform and
moderately (60±70°) bent knees. Position 3 was the
same as position 2 but the legs were rotated externally
by about 30° and the knees were bent by about
60±70°.
Each of the three positions was held for 3 min and
the exercise was continued without break between the
positions. Thus, the total work out was 9 min. The
subjects stood barefoot in order to avoid footwaredependent attenuation of the vibrations. To avoid
biorhythmic changes, all subjects performed the
experiment at the same time of the day between
10 a.m. and 12 p.m.
Outcome measurements

Heart rate was monitored with suitable devices (Polar
beat, Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland) and blood
pressure was measured using conventional manometer technique (Heintel Rudolf, GesmbH, Vienna,
Austria). Using a diagnostic ultrasound machine
(Ultramark 9, ATL Advanced Technology Laboratories, Inc., Bothell, WA, USA) with colour Doppler
and power Doppler, relative moving blood volume
was quanti®ed according to Newman's method
(Newman et al., 1997). During the measuring procedure the subjects were standing. First, measuring
Ó 2001 Blackwell Science Ltd · Clinical Physiology 21, 3, 377±382
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points were marked on the skin. For evaluating the
gastrocnemius muscle, the point of axial measurement
was marked on the dorsal aspect of the calf 15 cm
distal to the right knee. For evaluating the quadriceps
muscle, a point on the ventral aspect of the thigh
20 cm proximal to the right knee was marked. The
relative moving blood volume of these two muscles
was quanti®ed with a power Doppler method. The
number of distinctly visualized vessels in the colour
box with a diameter of 2 mm or more were assigned a
point value: 1 (®ve of fewer vessels), 2 (6±10 vessels), 3
(11±15 vessels), 4 (16±20 vessels) or 5 (>20 vessels)
(Newman et al., 1997). The blush score, de®ned by
three or more vessels with contiguous margins at
some point, was assigned a value 0 (no contact), 1
(three or more vessels in contact but <50% of the
vessels within the portion of the colour box overlapping the gastrocnemius or quadriceps muscles, respectively) or 2 (>50% vessel contiguity in visualized
gastrocnemius or quadriceps muscles for the portions
of the gastrocnemius or quadriceps muscles, respectively, in the colour box) (Newman et al., 1997). Blood
¯ow in the popliteal artery was measured along the
axis of the vessel by means of Doppler sonography,
the speed of ¯ow was registered and the resistive
index (Pourcelot, 1974) calculated.
All outcome measurements were assessed before
and immediately after 9 min of exercise.
Statistical analysis

For all parameters, descriptive analysis was performed. The mean of all pre- and post-training
parameters was compared with Student's paired t-test
and the t-value was used as a parameter of choice.
The Statistics Package for Social Sciences (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA) was used and P-values <0á05 were
considered statistically signi®cant.
Results

Twenty subjects ± eight women and 12 men ±
voluntarily participated in the study. Anthropometric
data are shown in Table 1. The participants were
physically active but did not engage in strength or
strenuous power training. In general, they did not
perform more than 8±9 metabolic equivalents
(METs) (one MET is the metabolic requirement
Clinical Physiology 21, 3, 377±382 · Ó 2001 Blackwell Science Ltd

Table 1 Anthropometric data (mean  SD).
Variables
Number of subjects
Age (years)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)

Female

Male

8
28á5  2á2
168á0  6á4
55á8  6á2

12
32á7  3á3
178á5  8á3
77á0  9á5

under basal conditions, which is equal to the metabolic rate) within 1 week.
Heart rate values, systolic and diastolic blood
pressures after exercise did not show a statistically
signi®cant change compared with baseline (HR:
87á6  11á7 and 82á8  9á4 beats min±1, RRsyst:
122á0  10á3 and 126á5  11á6 mmHg, RRdiast:
79á5  8á9 and 81á0  7á7 mmHg, respectively).
In all of the exercising subjects a redish change in
skin colour (erythema) of the foot and calf was
subjectively visible. Figure 1(a) shows the number of
distinctly visualized vessels with a diameter of at least
2 mm which were sonographically visualized immediately before and after the work out. Before and after the
work out the Power Doppler Index (PDI) was 1á5 (0±6)
[median (min±max)] and 3 (0±6) for the quadriceps
muscle and 1 (0±3) and 2 (1±3) for the gastrocnemius
muscle, respectively. The number of distinctly visualized vessels with a diameter of at least 2 mm depicted a
statistically signi®cant increase (P  0á005 and 0á0006
for the quadriceps and gastrocnemius muscles, respectively). Figure 1(b) shows the sonographically
determined blush scores of these muscles. Pre- and
post-exercise values of the PDI were 0á5 (0±2), 1 (0±2)
and 0á5 (0±2), 1 (0±2) for the quadriceps muscle and the
gastrocnemius muscle, respectively. Comparing the
PDIs revealed statistically signi®cant increases
(P  0á02 and 0á0001 for the quadriceps and gastrocnemius muscles, respectively). For both parameters,
the number of distinctly visualized vessels and the
blush score, the t-value was higher for the gastrocnemius muscle indicating a higher difference between
the values before and after the workout.
Table 2 shows the ultrasonic measurements of the
popliteal artery. The systolic area of the popliteal
artery remained unchanged. No statistically signi®cant change in the maximal systolic and diastolic ¯ow
of the popliteal artery was found, but its mean speed
of blood ¯ow did show a statistically signi®cant
increase. On the other hand, the resistive index of the
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Figure 1 (a) Sonographically visualized vessels, (b) sonographically determined blush score.
Variables
Systolic vessel area (mm2)
Maximum systolic velocity (cm s)1)
Maximum diastolic velocity (cm s)1)
Mean blood velocity (cm s)1)
Resistive index

Pre-exercise
33  10
73  11
)16  14
73
1á41  0á9

Post-exercise
37
89
)5
13
1á23







9
27
18
3
0á1

popliteal artery yielded a statistically signi®cant
reduction.
Discussion

A few minutes lasting stance on a vibrating platform
leads to an increase in the relative moving blood
380

t-Value

P-value

0á9
1á7
6á1
5á1
4á6

0á4
0á1
0á17
0á0001
0á0002

Table 2 Ultrasonic measurements of the

popliteal artery (mean  SD).

volume of quadriceps and gastrocnemius muscles.
Mean blood ¯ow in the popliteal artery was also
increased and its resistive index decreased.
According to the authors' opinion, trying to
attenuate the imposed vibration on the body evokes
rhythmic muscle contractions. However, this supposed muscular exercise did not alter the heart rate or
Ó 2001 Blackwell Science Ltd · Clinical Physiology 21, 3, 377±382
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blood pressure. It induced changes in peripheral
circulation. The increased number of visualized
vessels with a diameter of at least 2 mm re¯ects the
exercise-induced widening of small vessels. Widening
of the capillaries in the quadriceps and gastrocnemius
muscles facilitates the passage of more molecules and,
therefore, the blush score of these muscles increased.
These ®ndings are in line with Rittweger et al. (2000)
who reported that, even if performed to exhaustion,
cardiovascular effects of vibration exercise are mild.
The authors also found an increase in the foot and
calf blood ¯ow assessed with the cutaneous laser
Doppler ¯ow. In this study, however, the Newman's
method measuring the relative moving blood volume
of the capillary system was used. With this method a
differentiation between arterial and venous capillary
loop is not possible. However, this does not matter as
the speed of blood ¯ow is approximately the same in
the whole capillary region.
As expected, the systolic area of a relatively large
vessel, the popliteal artery, did not change. Also, the
maximal systolic and diastolic speed of blood ¯ow
were the same, but the mean speed of blood ¯ow in
this vessel increased. The most reasonable explanation may be the following: widening of the small
vessels in the muscles reduces the peripheral resistance, which may increase the mean speed of ¯ow in
the popliteal artery. Additionally, the effect of thixotropism, a reclotting phenomenon, may also play a
role. Vibration might reduce the viscosity of blood
and thereby increase the mean speed of blood ¯ow in
the popliteal artery. The reduction in peripheral
resistance probably also is the reason for the reduction in the resistive index of the popliteal artery.
Previously reported results regarding peripheral
circulatory function during exposure to vibration are
con¯icting. However, studies investigating the effect of
hand-held vibrating tools showing a vasoconstriction
following exposure to vibration did not take the effect
of grasping into account (Bovenzi et al., 1999). Our
®ndings are in line with a vibration exposure test
performed by Nakamura et al. (1995), who showed that
the digital blood ¯ow increased when the individual
was exposed to vibration while grasping a handle
compared with grasping alone. The authors thought
that the negative correlation between digital blood
¯ow and endothelin levels during vibration exposure
suggested the following: a reduction in the release of
Clinical Physiology 21, 3, 377±382 · Ó 2001 Blackwell Science Ltd

the vasoconstrictor endothelin from smooth muscle
into the vessel cavity during vibration leads to vasodilatation, possibly attributable to a local axon re¯ex.
Electromyography (EMG) studies revealed that
exposure to seated 5 Hz sinusoidal vibrations
increased the development of muscular fatigue in
comparison with sitting alone. Whole-body vibration induced vibration-synchronous EMG activity
in the erector spinae muscle, which exceeded the
activity without whole-body vibration (Seidel, 1988;
Seroussi et al., 1989). These studies show that vibration induces muscle activation and therefore muscle
training.
It has been suggested that muscle stimulation by
vibration might improve the mechanical power of the
lower limbs in elite athletes by means of neural
adaptation (Bosco et al., 1998). One minute of
mechanical vibration applied during arm ¯exion in
isometric conditions enhanced the average power of
the arm in international level boxers (Bosco et al.,
1999a). In another investigation, Bosco et al. (1999b)
showed that whole-body vibrations increased the
average velocity, average force and average power in
well-trained subjects.
The underlying mechanism of muscle activation via
vibration may be that it activates Ia afferent ®bres
which are segmentally connected to the corresponding a-motor neurone (Rothmuller & Cafarelli, 1995).
Additionally, it has been shown that the activation of
the muscle spindle receptors is not only limited to the
muscle the vibration is applied to, but also affects the
neighbouring muscles (Kasai et al., 1992).
Nevertheless, some published investigations report
that vibration has a negative outcome on muscle
strength. It has been found that the hand-grip force
of vibration-exposed forest workers using chain saws
was diminished in comparison with controls (Bovenzi
et al., 1991). In rats, vibration held at a constant
frequency of 80 Hz and a constant acceleration of
32 m s±2, 5 h daily, during ®ve consecutive days led
to different degrees of degeneration of muscle ®bres
in some muscles (Necking et al., 1996). It was
postulated that changes in the size of muscle ®bres
were the ®rst indication of vibration-induced muscle
injury.
The crucial points concerning a positive or negative outcome in vibration studies on peripheral
circulation and muscle strength seem to be the
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frequency and amplitude of vibration as well as the
duration of exposure. The results of the study indicate
that a short-term exposure to whole-body vibration of
26 Hz does not have the negative effects known from
long-term exposure to high frequency.
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treatment. The average velocity, acceleration, average
force, and power were calculated and the root mean
square electromyogram (EMGrms) were recorded from
the vastus lateralis and rectus femoris muscles simultaneously during the leg-press measurement. Blood samples
were also collected, and plasma concentrations of testosterone (T), growth hormone (GH) and cortisol (C)
were measured. The results showed a signi®cant increase
in the plasma concentration of T and GH, whereas C
levels decreased. An increase in the mechanical power
output of the leg extensor muscles was observed together
with a reduction in EMGrms activity. Neuromuscular
eciency improved, as indicated by the decrease in the
ratio between EMGrms and power. Jumping performance, which was measured using the counter-movement
jump test, was also enhanced. Thus, it can be argued that
the biological mechanism produced by vibration is similar
to the eect produced by explosive power training
(jumping and bouncing). The enhancement of explosive
power could have been induced by an increase in the
synchronisation activity of the motor units, and/or improved co-ordination of the synergistic muscles and increased inhibition of the antagonists. These results suggest that WBV treatment leads to acute responses of
hormonal pro®le and neuromuscular performance. It is
therefore likely that the eect of WBV treatment elicited a
biological adaptation that is connected to a neural
potentiation eect, similar to those reported to occur
following resistance and explosive power training. In
conclusion, it is suggested that WBV in¯uences proprioceptive feedback mechanisms and speci®c neural
components, leading to an improvement of neuromuscular performance. Moreover, since the hormonal
responses, characterised by an increase in T and GH
concentration and a decrease in C concentration, and the
increase in neuromuscular eectiveness were simultaneous but independent, it is speculated that the two
phenomena might have common underlying mechanisms.
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Abstract The aim of this study was to evaluate the acute
responses of blood hormone concentrations and neuromuscular performance following whole-body vibration
(WBV) treatment. Fourteen male subjects [mean (SD) age
25 (4.6) years] were exposed to vertical sinusoidal WBV,
10 times for 60 s, with 60 s rest between the vibration sets
(a rest period lasting 6 min was allowed after 5 vibration
sets). Neuromuscular performance tests consisting of
counter-movement jumps and maximal dynamic leg
presses on a slide machine, performed with an extra load
of 160% of the subjects body mass, and with both legs
were administered before and immediately after the WBV
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Introduction
Recent studies have documented the eect of vibration
on the neuromuscular apparatus. Acute treatment with
whole-body vibration (WBV) has been shown to increase leg muscle force (F ) and power (W_ ), and
movement velocity. After 10 min of vibration treatment the velocity/F and W_ /F curves were shifted to the
right (Bosco et al. 1999a). In 12 well-trained boxers,
treated with 5 repetitions of 1-min vibration that was
applied while their arms were kept in a semi-¯exed
position, an increase in the mechanical W_ of the arm
was observed. The root mean square of the associated
electromyogram (EMGrms) did not change following
the vibration treatment, but the ratio of EMG/W_
decreased, showing an enhancement of neural eciency (Bosco et al. 1999b). Apart from these acute
eects, vibration may induce chronic adaptation
changes in the mechanical behaviour of human skeletal
muscles: a daily series of ®ve vertical sinusoidal vibrations lasting 90 s each and imposed for a period of
10 days caused pronounced improvement of jumping
performance (Bosco et al. 1998). These results suggest
that vibration elicits short-term and long-term neurogenic adaptation. In accordance with this, previous
studies have demonstrated a facilitation of the excitability of the patellar tendon re¯ex by vibration applied to quadriceps muscle (Burke et al. 1996),
vibration-induced drive of a-motoneurones via the Ia
loop (Rothmuller and Cafarelli 1995), and activation
of the muscle spindle receptors (Kasai et al. 1992).
However, muscle tissue can also be aected by vibration (Necking et al. 1992). In rats, a vibration-induced
enlargement of slow- and fast-twitch ®bres has been
demonstrated (Necking et al. 1996).
A question arises as to whether vibration eects
include adaptive changes and changes in endocrine
functions. It has been shown that short-term intensive
exercises such as 60-s consecutive jumps (Bosco et al.
1996a), anaerobic cycle exercises (Adlercreutz et al.
1976; NaÈveri et al. 1985; Buono et al. 1986; Farrell
et al. 1987; Brooks et al. 1988; Kraemer et al. 1989;
Schwarz and Kindermann 1990) and weight lifting
(Kraemer et al. 1990; Schwab et al. 1993) evoke rapid
hormonal responses. At the same time, certain relationships seem to exist between plasma concentrations
of hormones and short-term performance: athletes
with better explosive strength and sprint-running performances have a higher basal concentration of testosterone (T, Kraemer et al. 1995; Bosco et al. 1996b).
It has been demonstrated that exercise-induced hormonal responses are signi®cant not only for acute
adaptation, but also for triggering long-term training
eects (Inoue et al. 1994; Viru 1994; Kraemer et al.
1996). Similarly, the vibration-induced hormonal
changes may be signi®cant for chronic improvement
of neuromuscular function in repeated exposure to
vibration.

The aim of the present study was to test the possibility that WBV induces changes in the plasma concentration of hormones that are known to be associated
with the adaptation of muscular activity.

Methods
Subjects
A group of 14 male subjects [mean (SD) age 25.1 (4.6) years, body
mass (mb) 80.9 (12.9) kg, height 177.4 (12.3) cm] voluntarily participated in the study. They were physically active and were engaged in a team sport training program three times a week. Each
subject was instructed on the protocol and gave their written
informed consent to participate in the experiment, which was
approved by the ethical committee of the Italian Society of Sport
Science. Subjects with a previous history of fractures or bone
injuries were excluded from the study, as were those under the age
of 18 years. The protocol consisted of performing jumping and
mechanical W_ testing together with electromyographic (EMG)
analysis of leg extensor muscles, as well as blood collection for
analysis, before and immediately after the 10-min WBV treatment.
Testing procedures
The ®rst blood sample was taken after the measurement of height
and mb. The subjects then performed a 10-min warm-up, consisting
of 5 min of bicycling at 25 km/h on a cycle ergometer (Newform
s.p.a., Ascoli Piceno, Italy), followed by 5 min of static stretching
for the quadriceps and triceps surae muscles.
Jumping measurements
After the warm-up, as well as after the vibration exposure, the
subjects performed three trials of a counter-movement jump
(CMJ). The ¯ight time (tf) and contact time (tc) of each single jump
was recorded on a resistive (capacitative) platform (Bosco et al.
1983) that was connected to a digital timer (accuracy 0.001 s;
Ergojump, Psion XP, MA.GI.CA., Rome, Italy). To avoid unmeasurable work, horizontal and lateral displacements were minimised, and the hands were kept on the hips throughout the test.
During CMJ the angular displacement of the knee was standardised so that the subjects were required to bend their knee to approximately 90°. The increase in the centre of gravity above the
ground (height in m) was measured from tf (s) by applying ballistic
laws:
h  tf2  g  8ÿ1 m

1
)2

where g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m á s ). The best
performance was used for statistical analysis.
Reproducibility of jumping measurements
The reproducibility of the increase in the centre of gravity during
CMJ performances was high r  0.90 (Bosco and Viitasalo 1982).
Mechanical W_ measurements
After the jumping test, all of the subjects, who were well accustomed with the exercises, performed maximal dynamic leg-press
exercises on a slide machine (Newform s.p.a.) with extra loads of
160% of the subject's mb, corresponding to 70% of a one-repetition
maximum (1RM), with both legs. Five attempts were made with
1-min intervals between each. Since two or three trials were needed
to reach a plateau in performance, the last two trials of each set of
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measurements recorded were averaged and used for statistical
analysis, as recommended by Tornvall (1963) and Bosco et al.
(1995). During the test, the vertical displacement of the load was
monitored with a sensor (encoder) machine (Muscle Lab ± Bosco
System, Ergotest Technology, Langensund, Norway) that was interfaced to a PC. When the loads were moved by the subjects, a
signal was transmitted by the sensor at every 3 mm of displacement.
Thus, it was possible to calculate several parameters, such as average velocity, acceleration, average F, and average power (W_ ),
corresponding to the load displacements (for details see Bosco et al.
1995). However, since it has been shown that W_ is the most sensitive
parameter among all of the mechanical variables studied, it was the
only one considered for statistical analysis (Bosco et al. 1995).

lowing the end of the vibration treatment. Serum samples to be
used for the hormone determinations were kept frozen at )20 °C
until assayed. The assays for serum total T and cortisol (C) were
performed by radioimmunoassay (RIA) using reagent kits (Diagnostic Products Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif., USA). Growth
hormone (GH) was measured using RIA reagent kits obtained
from Radium (Pomezia, Italy). All samples from the tested subjects
were analysed using the RIA counter (COBRA 5005, Packard
Instruments, Meriden, USA). The Intra-assay coecients of variation for duplicate samples were 3.63% for T, 5.1% for C and
2.1% for GH.

EMG analysis

Subjects were exposed to vertical sinusoidal WBV using a device
called the NEMES 30 L (KB Ergotest, Mikkeli, Finland). The
frequency of the vibrations used in this study was set at 26 Hz
(displacement  4 mm; acceleration  17 g). The subjects were
exposed ten times for a duration of 60 s, with 60 s of rest between
each treatment. After ®ve sets of vibration treatment the subjects
were allowed 6 min of rest, and then a second set of ®ve vibration
treatments was administered. The WBV was performed with the
subjects standing with their toes on the vibration platform; the knee
angle was pre-set at 100° ¯exion. During all of the vibration
treatments the subjects were asked to wear gymnastic-type shoes to
avoid bruises.

The signals from the vastus lateralis and rectus femoris muscles of
one leg were recorded during the leg-press measurements, with
bipolar surface electrodes (inter-electrode distance 1.2 cm) that
were ®xed longitudinally over the muscle belly. An ampli®er (gain
´600, input impedance 2 GW, common-mode rejection ratio
100 dB, band-pass ®lter 6±1500 Hz; Biochip Grenoble, France)
was used. The MuscleLab encoder converted the ampli®ed EMG
raw signal to an average root-mean-square (rms) signal via its builtin hardware circuit network (Frequency response 450 kHz,
averaging constant 100 ms, total error 0.5%). The EMGrms is
expressed as function of the time (mV or lV). Since the EMGrms
signals were used in association with the biomechanical parameters
measured with MuscleLab, they were sampled simultaneously at
100 Hz. The subjects wore a skin suit to prevent the cables from
swinging and from causing movement artifacts. A personal computer (PC 486 DX-33 MHz ) was used to collect and store the data.
The values obtained for both the vastus lateralis and rectus femoris
muscles were averaged for statistical analysis, as suggested by
Bosco and Viitasalo (1982) and Viitasalo and Bosco (1982).

Treatment procedures

Statistical methods

Reliability of the mechanical W_ and EMG measurements

Ordinary statistical methods were employed, including the calculation of means (x) and SD. The Pearson product moment correlation coecient (r) was used for test re-test measurement
reliability. The SD and CV of test re-test measurements were calculated using the following equation (Thorstensson 1976).


SD
CV  200  p  x1  x2 ÿ1
2
2

Table 1 gives the mean value, SD, coecient of correlation (r) and
coecient of variation (CV) of the results from the last two trials
(trial 4 and trial 5). The CV showed results ranging from 6 to 12%,
while high correlation coecients were found (r  0.90, 0.92, and
0.94 for W_ , EMGrms and EMGrms: W_ , respectively; P < 0.001).

where x1 and x2 are the mean average values of two successive
measurements, and SD is the standard deviation of the mean differences between test re-test measurements. Dierences between the
mean values before and after the vibration treatment were tested
for signi®cance using Student's t-test for paired observations. The
level of statistical signi®cance was set at P < 0.05.

Hormonal measurements
The ®rst blood samples were drawn at 8.00 a.m. from an antecubital vein after the subjects had fasted for 12 h and rested for 1 day.
The second blood sample was obtained right after the end of the
vibration treatment. The subjects were asked to sit near to the
vibration machine, where an appropriate setup was prepared for
blood collection. The blood samples were drawn in the 1 min fol-

Table 1 Reliability of two successive trials (trials 4 and 5). Mean
(SD) power (W_ ) expressed as a function of body mass, electromyogram root mean square (EMGrms), and the EMG/W_ ratio,
measured during leg presses executed with a load of 100% of the
subject's body mass (n = 12) before vibration treatment. (r Pearson product moment correlation coecient, CV coecient of variation for repeated measurements)
Variables

Trial 4

W_ (W á kg)1)
EMGrms (lV)
EMGrms: W_ (lV á W)1)

11.6 (2.5)
11.3 (1.8) 0.90* 6.1
157.1 (71.5) 145.2 (70.6) 0.92* 12.3
13.6 (7.8)
12.9 (7.2) 0.94* 11.2

*P > 0.001

Trial 5

r

CV

Results
The WBV treatment eected a signi®cant increase in
plasma concentrations of T (P  0.026), and GH
(P  0.014), while C concentration decreased signi®cantly (P  0.03, Table 2). The mechanical W_ output of
the leg extensor muscles, measured while performing
maximal leg-press exercise, was signi®cantly enhanced
(P  0.003), while the EMGrms detected in the leg
extensor muscles reduced during test performance as
Table 2 Acute eects of whole-body vibration on blood
concentrations of cortisol, testosterone and growth hormone.
Values are given as the mean (SD)
Parameter

Before
vibration

After
vibration

Cortisol (nmol á l)1)
682 (255) 464 (257)
22.7 (6.6)
24.3 (6.6)
Testosterone (nmol á l)1)
Growth hormone (ng á ml)1) 6.2 (16.2)
28.6 (29.6)

P, paired
t-test
0.03
0.026
0.014
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Table 3 Average mechanical W_ , EMGrms and counter-movement
jump (CMJ) performances recorded before (Pre) and after (Post)
vibration treatment. Statistically signi®cant dierences were analysed using Student's t-test for paired observations
Variables
W_ (W á kg )
EMGrms (lV)
CMJ (cm)
)1

Pre

Post

P<

11.4 (2.2)
151.8 (48.5)
36.1 (5.2)

12.2 (2.1)
136.4 (49.7)
37.5 (5.1)

0.003
0.008
0.001

Fig. 1 Electromyogram (EMG)/average mechanical power recorded
before (Pre) and after (Post) vibration treatment of the leg extensor
muscle during leg-press exercise performed at 160% of the subject's
body mass. **Statistically signi®cant dierences (P < 0.001) between
the test performed before and after the treatment period

compared to pre-treatment values (see Table 3;
P  0.008). Consequently, the EMGrms: W_ ratio
decreased (P < 0.001; see Fig. 1). The jumping performance was also positively aected by the vibration
treatment, eecting a signi®cant enhancement
(P < 0.001; See Table 3).

Discussion
The results obtained show that an acute set of WBV
treatments induces increased blood concentrations of T
and GH. Since the C concentration decreased, the hormonal response to vibration reproduced neither a general stress reaction nor a response that is common for
high-intensity exercises (Viru 1994). In exercise, the
rapid endocrine activation is triggered by collaterals of
the central motor command to the hypothalamic
neurosecretory and autonomic centres. The responses
are further supported by positive feedback in¯uences
from proprio- and metaboreceptors in muscles (see
Kjaer 1992). In vibration, although certain cortical in¯uences cannot be excluded (Bosco et al. 1998), the same
cortically originating eerent pathways are not used, as
has been shown to be in the case when performing voluntary contractions (Burke et al. 1996). Experiments on
partially curarized subjects have demonstrated an increased central motor command that is associated with

exaggerated activation of the pituitary-adrenocortical
and sympatho-adrenal systems, as well as increased
production of GH (Kjaer et al. 1987). Small doses of
epidural anaesthesia were used to block the thin sensory
aerent nerve ®bres, leaving the thicker aerent ®bres,
and consequently the motor function almost intact. The
essential role of nervous feedback from working muscles
has been shown for corticotrophin and b-endorphin responses, but not for somatotropin, insulin, glucagon and
catecholamine responses (Kjaer et al. 1989). Thus, the
lack of a C response may be explained by the insucient
stimulation eect of both central motor command and
nervous feedback from skeletal muscles. However, the
decrease in C concentration allows us to suggest the
occurrence of an accompanying inhibitory in¯uence on
the hypothalamic neurosecretory centres, probably from
the hippocampal serotonergic structures (Knigge and
Hays 1963). The pronounced responses of somatotropin
and T indicate that there should be dierences in the
activation of various hypothalamic neurosecretory
structures. These facts point to dierences in the central
control of various endocrine systems during vibration.
The design of this study does not allow us to comment on the metabolic eects of C, GH and T during
vibration. Nevertheless, attention should be paid to the
eects of vibration on muscle W_ and jumping performances, since the mechanical behaviour of the leg extensor muscles demonstrated a dramatic enhancement
after WBV lasting only 10 min. However, a reasonable
explanation for this improvement cannot easily be
found, considering that the athletes in the present experiments were well accustomed with this type of exercise, and therefore any learning eect of the movement
executed could be excluded. Enhancement of the performance of the leg extensor muscles has been observed
after several weeks of heavy resistance training (e.g.
Coyle et al. 1981; HaÈkkinen and Komi 1985). Such adaptation eects have been attributed to the improvement
in neuromuscular behaviour caused by the increasing
activity of the higher motor centres (Milner-Brown et al.
1975). The results of the present experiment suggest that
the WBV caused an improvement of the neuromuscular
eciency, as demonstrated by the decrease in EMG
activity of the leg extensor muscles associated with the
increase in muscle W_ output. Similar observations were
recently noted in well-trained boxers who were subjected
to ®ve repetitions of 1-min vibration applied to the arm.
This treatment resulted in an increase in mechanical W_ ,
and no change in the EMGrms. Consequently, the
EMG: W_ ratio decreased (Bosco et al. 1999b). A
reduction in EMG activity associated with a given
concentration of force production has been noted at the
end of a long-term resistance training program (Komi
et al. 1978). In athletes trained with submaximal loads
ranging from 70%±80% of 1RM, the maximal EMG
response decreased at the beginning of the training
program (HaÈkkinen and Komi 1985). Thus, it is likely
that WBV treatment elicits a biological adaptation that
is connected to the neural potentiation eect, similar to
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that produced by resistance and explosive power training. In fact, this suggestion is consistent with the
knowledge that the speci®c neuronal components and
their proprioceptive feedback mechanisms are the ®rst
structures to be in¯uenced by speci®c training (Bosco
et al. 1983; HaÈkkinen and Komi 1985). There are several
ways in which explosive power training can in¯uence
neural activation, such as by increasing the synchronisation activity of the motor units (Milner-Brown et al.
1975). In addition, an improvement in the co-contraction of synergists and increased inhibition of the antagonist muscles cannot be excluded. Whatever is the
case, an intrinsic mechanism appears to exist, which
enhances neuromuscular activation after speci®c explosive power training.
On the other hand, the possibility that T in¯uences
the nervous structures should not be excluded. Experiments on birds have shown that T has an eect on the
up-regulation of acetylcholine receptors in muscle
(Bleisch et al. 1984). It has been suggested that this T
eect may be connected to the calcium-handling mechanism in skeletal muscles (Rolling et al. 1996). It should
be noted that in human experiments, a positive relationship between the basal concentration of T and both
sprinting and explosive power performances (evaluated
with a CMJ test) has been observed (Bosco et al. 1996).
Finally, the duration of the stimulus seems to be important. The adaptive response of human skeletal muscle to simulated hypergravity conditions (1.1 g), applied
for only 3 weeks, caused a marked enhancement in the
neuromuscular functions of the leg extensor muscles
(Bosco 1985). In addition, chronic centrifugal force (2 g)
applied for 3 months (Martin and Romond 1975) induced a conversion of muscle ®bre type. In the present
experiment, even if the total length of the WBV period
was only 10 min, the perturbation of the gravitational
®eld was dramatically high (17 g). An equivalent length
of training stimulus can be reached only by performing
200 drop jumps from a height of 100 cm, twice a week
for 5 months. In fact, the time spent performing each
drop jump is about 150 ms, and the acceleration developed would barely reach 5 g (Bosco 1992).
In conclusion, we have shown that acute exposure to
WBV causes increased plasma concentrations of T and
GH, and a decreased plasma concentration of C. The
increases in neuromuscular eectiveness and T concentration were simultaneous but independent responses,
however the two phenomena may have a common
mechanism.
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Abstract In this study we investigated metabolic power
during whole-body vibration exercise (VbX) compared
to mild resistance exercise. Speci®c oxygen consumption
(V_ O2 ) and subjectively perceived exertion (rating of
perceived exertion, RPE; Borg scale) were assessed in 12
young healthy subjects (8 female and 4 male). The outcome parameters were assessed during the last minute of
a 3-min exercise bout, which consisted of either (1)
simple standing, (2) squatting in cycles of 6 s to 90° knee
¯exion, and (3) squatting as before with an additional
load of 40% of the subject's body weight (35% in females). Exercise types 1±3 were performed with (VbX+)
and without (VbX±) platform vibration at a frequency
of 26 Hz and an amplitude of 6 mm. Compared to the
VbX± condition, the speci®c V_ O2 was increased with
vibration by 4.5 mlámin±1ákg±1. Likewise, squatting and
the additional load were factors that further increased
V_ O2 . Corresponding changes were observed in RPE.
There was a correlation between VbX± and VbX+
values for exercise types 1±3 (r=0.90). The correlation
coecient between squat/no-squat values (r=0.70
without and r=0.71 with the additional load) was signi®cantly lower than that for VbX±/VbX+. Variation in
speci®c V_ O2 was signi®cantly higher in the squatting
paradigm than with vibration. It is concluded that the
increased metabolic power observed in association with
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VbX is due to muscular activity. It is likely that this
muscular activity is easier to control between individuals
than is simple squatting.
Keywords Oxygen consumption á Whole-body
vibration á Exercise á Perceived exertion

Introduction
It is generally accepted that sports and exercise are
bene®cial in many chronic diseases. The bene®cial eects
are not restricted to the motor system. In spinalized
patients, for example, chronic electrical muscle stimulation increases muscle and bone mass as well as aerobic
capacity (Belanger et al. 2000; Mohr et al. 1997a, b).
This shows that patients may pro®t from muscular
activation, even if their locomotor capacity remains
unchanged.
Moreover, the example cited can increase the
awareness for new therapeutic concepts based on arti®cially elicited muscle activity. There are many applications of this idea. For example, it may bene®t
immobilized and elderly patients with poor compliance
or who are in a bad clinical state, and may help with the
recovery from exhaustion and fatigue in athletes. The
usefulness of electrical stimulation, however, is restricted
because (1) electrodes have to be applied, (2) arti®cial
stimulation neglects the processing of aerent information, and (3) it is painful in subjects with intact aerent
pathways. Hence, one of the authors (Schiessl) has developed a device for whole-body vibration exercise
(VbX) as a new mode of exercise (Schiessl 1997a, b), in
which vibration is generated by rotational oscillations.
Other machines that impose vibration as a translational
oscillation to the whole body are already in existence
(Fritton et al. 1997). These machines were built with the
idea of stimulating bone formation through a speci®c
``osteogenic'' frequency. Indeed, increased bone formation in response to whole-body vibration has been
demonstrated in animal experiments (Flieger et al. 1998;
Fritton et al. 1997).
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With our vibration exercise device, however, the idea
is to evoke muscle contractions, and we attribute the
resulting increase in bone formation to an increase in
muscle force. Objections have been made to this concept, stating that vibration causes only passive displacements of the skeleton, without any muscular
response. If that is the case, one would expect that
metabolic power, as measured by oxygen uptake (V_ O2 ),
is not in¯uenced by VbX. Recently, however, we have
shown that VbX in combination with squatting performed until exhaustion increases V_ O2 to about 50% of
the aerobic capacity (Rittweger et al. 2000).
In the present publication, this new vibration exercise
device was tested, along with the hypothesis that
VbX per se increases V_ O2 , similar to the V_ O2 increase
evoked by voluntary movements such as squatting with
and without loads. In addition, we expect that the VbXrelated V_ O2 has less inter-individual variability than the
extra V_ O2 caused by a more complex voluntary movement such as squatting.

after 5 min, most subjects feel uncomfortable if no change in
posture is allowed. Thus, the mean value of sV_ O2 in the 3rd min
was chosen for further analyses. Between the test conditions, the
subjects relaxed on a chair for 10±15 min, until they subjectively
felt recovered. By then, sV_ O2 had returned to initial values.
Before starting, the subjects warmed up (10 min bicycling at
50 W and stretching). Vibration exercise was performed on a
prototype of a device that has been commercialized under the name
``Galileo 2000''. In all conditions, the frequency was set at 26 Hz,
and the feet were placed 24 cm apart. Thus, the amplitude of vibration was 6 mm.
Contrasting with other devices in existence, with this device
vibration is applied by rotational oscillation (see Fig. 1). The idea
behind this device is primarily to evoke muscle contractions via
the stretch re¯exes. Like children on a seesaw, the subjects place
their feet on either side of the rotation centre of the vibration
platform. Each time the right leg is accelerated upward (pushphase), the left leg is accelerated downward (slack-phase). At the
same time, the right leg is subjected to ¯exion, while the left leg
undergoes extension. As a consequence, the pelvis is rotated
upward on the right side, and downward on the left, which elicits
¯exion in the vertebral column (see Fig. 2). Thus, the seesaw
oscillation is imposed on the pelvis, but with phase shift and
damping.
These skeletal displacements are likely to evoke neuromuscular
responses: during passive extension of the leg, the ¯exor muscles are

Methods
This study was approved by the Ethics committee of the Free
University Berlin. Twelve subjects (8 female and 4 male) were recruited from our University campus. Before inclusion in the study,
they provided their written informed consent to participate. The
mean age of the subjects was 25.2 years, the mean (SD) height was
172.1 (7.8) cm, and the mean body mass was 66.0 (7.5) kg.
Three exercise types (1, standing; 2, squatting; 3, squatting with a
load) were performed with (VbX+) and without vibration (VbX±).
The six test conditions: mere standing (VbX±1), standing with vibration (VbX+1), mere squatting (VbX±2), squatting with vibration (VbX+2), mere squatting with additional load (VbX±3), and
squatting with additional load plus vibration (VbX+3) were performed in randomized sequence for 3 min each. Every minute, the
rating of perceived exertion (RPE) was assessed to monitor subjectively perceived exertion (Borg 1976). V_ O2 was assessed continuously with the Metamax system (Cortex Biophysik, Leipzig).
The Metamax system has a resolution of 15 ml and an accuracy of
1.5% for volume measurement. The zirconium oxygen sensor and
the infrared carbon dioxide sensor have an accuracy of 0.1% for
volume. Dividing the instantaneous V_ O2 by the body mass yields
the speci®c V_ O2 (sV_ O2 ).
As previous experiments have shown, in most persons during
still stance, a clear plateau of sV_ O2 is reached in the 3rd min, while

Fig. 1 Whole-body vibration
device. Vibration to the entire
body is applied by alternating
rotation around the centre of
the platform. The amplitude
increases with distance from the
rotational centre. In our device,
the maximum amplitude at the
outer edges is 7.5 mm. The
frequency can be freely chosen
between 1 Hz and 35 Hz

Fig. 2 Rotation of the vibration platform elicits passive elongation
and ¯exion of the opposite legs, and rotation of the pelvis in the
same direction as the platform (with delay and attenuation).
Flexion of the vertebral column evokes rotation of the shoulders.
All of these passive displacements are thought to evoke neuromuscular responses
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Table 1 Mean (SD) values of speci®c oxygen uptake (V_ O2 ) during
the last minute of exercise under the six dierent test conditions. In
general, V_ O2 was greater in the exercise condition with vibration
(VbX+) than in that without vibration (VbX±), and squatting and
a load yielded further increases (P<0.5)
Exercise type

VbX±

VbX+

Standing (1)
Squatting (2)
Squat + load (3)

4.8 (0.9)
10.7 (3.3)
12.1 (4.3)

10.2 (1.2)
14.0 (2.7)
17.1 (3.8)

activated, and during ¯exion, the extensors are activated. Likewise,
repetitive rotation of the pelvis elicits alternating activation of the
hip adductors and abductors of the iliopsoas muscles and the
erector spinae muscles. Hence, similar to running, there is hardly
any muscle that is not activated during vibration exercise. It is
clear, therefore, that there are just as many concentric muscle
contractions as eccentric ones. The physiological leg extensors
work eccentrically during the push-phase, while at the same time
the ¯exors work concentrically. The maximum acceleration
(amax)of the platform depends on the amplitude, A (and thereby on
the distance between the feet), and on the frequency, f. Because the
movement of the seesaw platform itself is sinusoidal, the maximal
acceleration, amax, is calculated as

they could. The exactness of the movements was controlled by the
experimentor. Extra loads were placed in the form of a diving belt
around the hips, in males 40% of the body weight, in females 35%.
Statistics were performed with SPSS software in its PC version
7.5.2. Signi®cance was assumed if P<0.05. Dierences in sV_ O2 and
in RPE between the dierent conditions were tested with the paired
Wilcoxon test, applying the Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons. Variances of dierent test conditions were compared
with Bartlett's F-test. Values from the VbX+ and VbX± conditions
were compared by correlation and regression analyses. The same
analyses were performed with respect to squatting and non-squatting conditions.

Results

Thus, at a frequency of 30 Hz, amax=Aá35530ás , and with
A=5 mm, roughly 18 ´ the gravitational acceleration on earth.
Squatting was performed from full extension to a knee angle of
90°. For each subject, the 90° knee angle was measured initially,
and a hurdle was adjusted such that the buttocks of the subject
touched the hurdle in 90° knee ¯exion. For the temporal control of
the squatting exercise, a metronome was set at 1 Hz beats, and the
subjects were instructed to move 3 s down and 3 s up as evenly as

Mean (SD) values of sV_ O2 are given in Table 1.
Individual values are depicted in Figs 3 and 4. In
general, V_ O2 was greater in VbX+ than in VbX±
conditions (P<0.05). On average, the increase
amounted to 4.5 mlámin±1ákg±1.
Likewise, sV_ O2 was increased by squatting without
an added load (VbX±1 vs VbX±2 and VbX+1 vs
VbX+2; P<0.05), and application of the additional
load appeared to further increase sV_ O2 , although this
was signi®cant only for VbX+2 vs VbX+3. Interestingly, the variance was signi®cantly lower in VbX+1
than in VbX±2 (P<0.05; Bartlett F-test), although the
mean values of these conditions did not dier (P>0.2;
t-test).
Similar to sV_ O2 , the RPE values (Table 2) were signi®cantly higher with vibration than without (e.g. 14.6

Fig. 3 Linear regression between speci®c oxygen uptake (sV_ O2 )
values from experimental conditions with and without vibration
exercise (VbX+ and VbX±, respectively; r2=0.82). Analysis was
performed on data pooled from all three exercise types imposed
(vibration + standing, open circles; vibrat + squat, closed circles;
vibration + squat + load, open squares)

Fig. 4 Linear regression of exercise type 1 versus type 2 (standing
vs squatting, open circles), and type 1 versus type 3 (standing vs
squatting with load, closed circles). VbX+ and VbX± data were
pooled and can be distinguished by the ``gap'' between
7 mlámin±1ákg±1 and 8 mlámin±1ákg±1 on the abscissa

amax  A  x2  A  2pf 2

1
±2
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Table 2 Mean (SD) values of the rating of perceived exertion
(RPE) in the 3rd min of the six dierent test conditions. Similar to
the case for V_ O2 , the RPE was greater in the VbX+ than in the
VbX± conditions, and squatting and load yielded further increases
(P<0.5)
Exercise type

VbX±

VbX+

Standing (1)
Squatting (2)
Squat + load (3)

10.4 (2.7)
14.4 (2.2)

12.8 (2.3)
14.6 (2.3)
16.8 (2.8)

after 3 min VbX+2 vs 10.5 in VbX±2, P<0.01,
Wilcoxon test), and higher in squatting than in standing
(12.8 after 3 min in VbX+1). Linear regression analyses
for all sV_ O2 values in VbX+ with the values in VbX±
for exercise types 1±3 yielded very similar coecients,
with no signi®cant dierence. Hence, one correlation
analysis was performed with values from all exercise
types 1±3 (see Fig. 3), yielding a positive correlation
(r=0.90). The regression line has an intercept of about
6.5 (0.70) ml kg±1 min±1, and a slope of 0.79 (0.068).
The residuals were computed from the equation obtained from the regression. No correlation was found
between the residuals of exercise types 1 and 2 (standing
and squatting), but a signi®cant positive correlation
(r=0.71, P<0.001) was observed between the sV_ O2 residuals of exercise types 2 and 3 (squatting without and
with load).
Similarly, a linear regression analysis was computed
for exercise type 1 and type 2 sV_ O2 values, and for type 1
and 3 values (see Fig. 4). Separate analyses were performed for exercise types 2 and 3, with data pooled from
VbX± and VbX+ conditions. For exercise type 2 (squat
without load), a correlation coecient of r=0.70 was
obtained, while for exercise type 3 (squat with load),
r=0.71. Variance around the regression lines shown in
Fig. 4 was signi®cantly greater than around the line
shown in Fig. 3, as evidenced by the F-test performed on
the residuals.

Discussion
If assessed during steady-state conditions, V_ O2 permits
an estimation of energy metabolism of the organism
(Margaria 1968; McArdle et al. 1991; Stegemann 1991).
If resting values are subtracted, exercise-related metabolic power can be estimated. Normalizing to the body
mass yields data that are comparable between individuals. Our data show that platform vibration with a
frequency of 26 Hz increases V_ O2 . This supports
strongly the view that vibration elicits muscular activity,
and that we are therefore dealing with a type of exercise
rather than with passive vibration.
This notion is further substantiated by the fact that,
like V_ O2 , RPE increased with vibration (see Table 2).
Moreover, heart rate has been shown to increase in
whole-body VbX with V_ O2 , as expected from other
types of exercise such as bicycling, and likewise,

increases in blood lactate have been shown to be in the
range expected for moderate exercise (Rittweger et al.
2000).
In our subjects and set-up, the sV_ O2 was increased by
about 4.5 mlámin±1ákg±1. This increase was observed
equally in all three exercise types, con®rming our former
conjecture that VbX is comparatively easily controlled.
The absolute value of sV_ O2 gives a rough idea of the
vibration-related metabolic power. Given an energy
equivalent of oxygen of 20.9 Jáml±1, this amounts to
1.6 Wá(kg body mass)±1. Walking at a speed of 0.4 más±1
requires a metabolic power of 2.3 mlámin±1ákg±1 (Beneke
and Meyer 1997; di Prampero 1986; Zamparo et al.
1992). Hence, we conclude that whole-body VbX at
frequency of 26 Hz and an amplitude of 6 mm requires a
level of energy metabolism comparable to that required
by moderate walking (Zamparo et al. 1992). If desired,
this amount could be augmented by increases in the
frequency and amplitude of the vibration (Rittweger
et al. 2000).
Interestingly, the VbX-related V_ O2 was correlated
with the ``control'' values, measured without vibration
(Fig. 3). This was also true under resting conditions,
when merely standing. In simple terms: the higher the
V_ O2 under ``control'' conditions, the greater the vibration-related metabolic power (Fig. 3). Surprisingly, the
slope of the regression line in Fig. 3 is signi®cantly less
than 1, indicating that in our experimental set-up, VbXrelated metabolic power decreases with increasing
general metabolic cost. While this observation can not
be explained categorically by these results, possible
explanations would be either a greater proportion of
eccentric muscle work or of elastic energy storage at
higher pre-loads to the muscles. Of course, both eccentric exercise and elastic storage are crucial mechanisms
with which to understand VbX, which becomes clear
from the peak acceleration applied in our experiment (18
times the earth's gravitation). It is likely that eccentric
muscle work at 26 Hz vibration elicits stretch activation
of the muscle (Bosco et al. 1981). Further studies should
focus on this question, which may turn out to be crucial
for the application of VbX in athletes.
In several instances, our results indicate that metabolic power was better controlled by vibration than by a
more complex, voluntarily performed task such as knee
bending (squatting). At a comparable rate of metabolic
power, the inter-individual variability was greater for
squatting than for VbX. Moreover, the correlation between the VbX± and VbX+ conditions was signi®cantly
closer than between the squat/no-squat conditions. We
attribute this observation to the fact that voluntary
motor patterns employ complicated, individually typical
central nervous programs, whereas VbX, which is currently believed to be eective through stretch re¯exes, is
based on comparatively simple and thereby predictable
spinal circuits. This interpretation is supported by our
®nding that the residuals from the VbX+/VbX±
regression were correlated between type 2 and type 3
exercises (squat and squat with load), but not between
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type 1 and 2 exercises (standing and squatting). It would
be interesting in future studies to further elucidate this
inter-individual variability and compare it to other,
simpler tasks such as cycling.
It has been shown in patients with central nervous
lesions that the degree of motor impairment in patients
for a given motor task (e.g. walking) is correlated with
V_ O2 (Olgiati et al. 1986). Hence, VbX in combination
with the assessment of V_ O2 and, possibly, in combination with other motor tasks, may be useful as a diagnostic tool in central nervous disorders.
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Objective: To investigate the effects of controlled whole body vibrations (CWBV) exercises on global
health in elderly patients.
Methods: 42 volunteers patients, resident in a nursing home, were randomized to either a vibration group
or control non-treated group. The vibration intervention consists of a 6-week CWBV training (4 x 1
minutes series, 3 times a week) employed by standing on a vertical vibrating (10 Hz in the first and the
third series and 26 Hz in the second and fourth ones) platform (Galileo 900®). Different validated tests
were performed, at the beginning and at the end of the study, in all patients. Quality of life was assessed by
the 9 subscales of the SF-36 questionnaire: physical function (PF), social function (SF), role emotional
(RE), role physical (RP), mental health (MH), vitality (V), pain (P), general health (GH) and health change
(HC). Quality of walking, as well as the balance were assessed by the Tinetti test. The “get-up-and-go” test
was used to assess the motor capacity.
Results: Baseline characteristics of the two groups (22 patients in the vibration group and 20 in the control
non-treated group) was not statistically different except for age (84.5 (5.9) years in the treated group and
79.0 (6.9) years in the control group, p=0.008). After 6 weeks of treatment, 7 items (PF, SF, RE RP, V, P,
GH) of the SF-36 improved significantly in the CWBV group compared to the control group, with, for
example, 143% of improvement in PF (p=0.0002 between the two groups), 41% in P (p=0.004), 60% in V
(p=0.0006), and 23% in GH (p=0.0002). Improvement of 57% in the quality of walking, assessed by the
Tinetti test, was also observed in the treated group compared to only 2% in the control group (p=0.0003).
For the equilibrium, improvement was 77% in the CWBV group and the worsening was 1% in the control
group (p=0.001). Eventually, a decrease of 39% of the time to performed the get-up-and-go test was also
observed, after 6 weeks, in the treated group, compared to an increase of 14% in the control group.
Conclusion: Fast and easy exercises, 3 times a week during 6 weeks, using a CWBV apparatus, could
improve the quality of life, the walk, the balance and the motor capacity in elderly patients. Longer studies
with more patients are needed to assess the impact of such benefits.
OASIS - Online Abstract Submission and Invitation System™ ©1996-2003, Coe-Truman Technologies,
Inc.
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The makers of whole-body vibration machines
claim they tone your muscles and hone your
thighs. Scientists say they may have some
remedial effects but the jury is still out.
Being shaken vigorously, pneumatic-drill style, is
something of a departure from the holistic road to
health that we have been guided along in recent years.
But the latest fitness machine to take the sporting and
celebrity world by storm is the Power Plate - the makers
of the device claim it gets you trim in sessions of just 12
to 15 minutes by vibrating your body so intensely that
you can feel your tonsils buzz.
Madonna reportedly used the device to hone her
48-year-old body into looking half its age for her last
tour. The material girl is now said to take all her
telephone calls while standing on one.

Good vibrations ... the Next Generation

Celebrities such as Sean "P. Diddy" Combs and Claudia

Power Plate costs $17,000 and its

Schiffer have declared vibrational devices to be part of

manufacturer claims it can make your

their fitness regimes. It is also a favourite of the

workouts more effective in less time. Some

German football team, which used it extensively

scientists doubt it.

throughout the World Cup, and Collingwood Football
Club is said to have adopted the treatment.
A Power Plate fitness studio recently opened in Harrods department store in London, where groups of
four can book 25-minute sessions with a qualified trainer. An estimated 10,000 of these or similar
vibration exercise machines - the VibroGym and the Soloflex Platform, which cost about $5000 - were
sold for private use across Europe during the past year. In Australia, the Personal Power Plate costs
$6100, with the deluxe model, the Next Generation, a whopping $17,000. Despite the price, HF
Industries, which supplies the Power Plate in Australia, claims most sales have been to private homes.
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According to information on the powerplateusa.com website, the machines vibrate at between 30 and
50 times a second, which transfers energy to the body and triggers rapid muscle contractions. The
upshot is that you work harder all over when you're on it. In a 12-minute workout, the makers of the
Power Plate claim that it trains every muscle in your body and contracts them to the same degree each
time.
If the machine is set to its lowest level - 30 hertz - it means your muscles are doing 30 contractions a
second. This means it is a more regulated and more intense form of exercise, says Casey Bawden, from
HF Industries.
It can also work if you are standing still. This way the device can be used to improve the conditions of
those who are unable to exercise rigorously due to age or infirmity.
"It helps reverse the effects of conditions such as osteoporosis and has been used to benefit people who
cannot exercise regularly or who are in rehabilitation," Bawden says.
"We don't believe it should be used as an alternative to regular exercise - this is not an excuse to give
up walking your dog - but it can enhance your existing training and give relief to some medical
conditions."
The osteoporosis claim is backed by research from Leuven University in Belgium, which compared the
results of three groups of healthy post-menopausal women over six months to assess the effects of
body vibration training on bone mineral density compared with conventional resistance training.
The vibration group used the Power Plate and its body vibration technology as its training method three
times a week for sessions lasting up to 20 minutes. The resistance group carried out conventional
resistance training also three times a week but with sessions lasting up to one hour, while the control
group did not engage in any training regimen.
The study measured bone-mineral-density effects on the hip and revealed a net increase of 1.51 per
cent in the vibration group compared with no increases in bone mineral density in the resistance group.
Whole-body vibration, the term for the Power Plate effect, is not a new concept. Exercise scientists
have been studying the effects of intense vibrations for four decades. Russian scientists discovered its
benefits in the '70s when trying to find a workout that could be done in space. Until then, the
weightless atmosphere had predisposed astronauts to osteoporosis but scientists found that standing on
a vibrating platform stimulated muscle and bone development.
Since then, some trials have shown that regular use of vibration training methods increases muscle
strength by 20 to 30 per cent more than ordinary weightlifting - and in 85 per cent less time.
In the medical world, there is growing acceptance of vibration machines for the treatment of cerebral
palsy, osteoporosis, chronic pain and back injuries. Specialists treating people with spinal injuries and
multiple sclerosis at the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital in north London have had some promising
results using the Power Plate.
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George Waylonis, a clinical professor of physical medicine and rehabilitation at Ohio State University in
the US, studied the effects of whole-body vibration on patients with fibromyalgia, a disease that causes
constant full-body pain. He used the Power Plate and the Galileo, another vibration exercise machine,
in his trials and was impressed by the results. It "seems to be a way for people in pain to exercise their
muscles and feel better", he says.
Less convincing is the claim that it will get you fit in the time it takes to get changed for your usual
gym session. Will standing on such a machine really tone muscle, increase flexibility and generally buff
up your body in little more than 10 minutes, as the manufacturers would have us believe?
Cedric Bryant, chief exercise physiologist for the American Council on Exercise, a watchdog for the US
fitness industry, has been looking into the benefits of such equipment. He says "conceptually, it has
merit" but there is insufficient scientific research to support the fitness claims.
"This is not a magic bullet that helps people to lose weight without doing anything," he says. "If you are
a healthy individual, whole-body vibration training should be a supplement to a sensible diet and
exercise programme."
And while it might be good for one muscle group, it could strain another. "Those types of questions
haven't been addressed sufficiently," he says.
Fiona McMahon, the health and wellness manager at the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre - one of
the few gyms in Australia that have the Power Plate - says the machine has a loyal following.
"Most of the members who use it do so to supplement their existing activity or to boost their fitness
regimes," she says. "Those who are using it say they do feel a benefit, although we haven't been able
to measure it exactly, but they love it and keep coming back, some of them several times a week.
"We have even had a member in a wheelchair who uses it by resting her feet upon it and she believes
there is a benefit there."
Associate professor Aurelia Nattiv, a sports medicine specialist at the University of California in Los
Angeles, says more research is needed.
"We have data but the results are inconsistent. Most of the studies have looked at one specific area
such as knee extensor strength and jump height. And the results on those tests have been mixed."
Some researchers, such as Philip Clifford, professor of physiology at the Medical College of Wisconsin in
the US, cite animal studies showing that extreme vibration is linked to circulatory problems, raising the
question of whether the same problems might arise in people who use these machines.
Bryant and others also question whether whole-body vibration devices will get you fit quickly. "We don't
know what the optimal training protocol would be in terms of frequency and duration and what types of
exercises and positions are most effective," he says.
You cannot stand still on the Power Plate and hope to step off with abs and legs like Madonna's. "In
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some European countries it's been promoted as the only fitness tool you will ever need, but we don't
believe that to be the case at all,'' Bawden says.
"It can enhance your regime and cater for those people who don't enjoy or who cannot exercise as they
wish, but we don't pretend that it's a be all and end all to fitness training.''
- The Guardian, Additional reporting by Kylie Davis
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Vibration therapy improves walk, balance in elderly
Orlando, FL - Controlled whole-body vibrations (CWBV) improve quality of life, walk,
balance, and motor capacity in elderly patients, according to a new study reported at the
annual meeting of the American College of Rheumatology [1].
"All older patients in nursing homes except those with any
contraindications could benefit from CWBV," says study researcher
Dr Olivier Bruyere (University of Liege, Liege, Belgium). The
apparatus costs roughly €8000, and treatment requires just 10
minutes a day.
Precisely how CWBV works is unclear, he says, but it may somehow
improve balance or help build bone similar to the way that exercise
does, he speculates.

Dr Olivier Bruyere

As previously reported by rheumawire, vibration therapy is being
investigated as an approach to the prevention and treatment of
osteoporosis.

Good vibrations
In the new study, 42 volunteers in a nursing home were randomized to a vibration group or a
nontreatment group for 6 weeks. The treatment group underwent 6 weeks of CWBV (4 oneminute series 3 times a week) on a vertical vibrating platform (10 Hz in the first and third
series and 27 Hz in the second and fourth ones). The machine used was the Galileo 900®
(Orthometrix Inc, White Plains, NY).
After 6 weeks of therapy, patients in the vibrating group showed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

143% improvement in physical function.
41% improvement in pain.
60% increase in vitality.
23% improvement in general health.
57% improvement in quality of walking as assessed by the Tinetti test (compared with
a 2% improvement in control subjects).
77% improvement in equilibrium (compared with 1% worsening in controls).
39% decrease in time required to get up and go (compared with an increase of 14%
among controls).

While it was only a small study, "after just 3 weeks or 9 sessions, we saw a great
improvement in get-up-and-go," Bruyere tells rheumawire. "Longer studies are needed," he
adds. Patients in the new study also did about 10 minutes a day of classical physical exercise.
Denise Mann
Source
1. Bruyere O, Wuidart, MA, et al. Presentation: Controlled whole body vibrations improve health related quality
of life in elderly patients. Orlando, FL: American College of Rheumatology: 2003 meeting; October 23-28,
2003:Abstract 1271.
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Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On
Body vibration therapy is helping people with spinal cord
injuries build bone density and muscle tone.

RECOM M ENDED

Dayna Schultz looks as if there is an earthquake going on under her
feet.
She stands ramrod-straight, teeth clenched, gripping a gray walker
for support as her body shakes like a jackhammer, the walker
every so often slipping off the side of the large metal plate she is
on.
Yet for all the motion, Schultz, 19, of Morris, Minn., is calm. The
vibrations she experiences aren't the result of seismic shifting.
They're part of a therapy called whole body vibration.
PREVIOUS POSTS

The Rehabilitation Institute of Michigan is using it to help increase
bone density, reduce spasms and build muscle tone in people who
have suffered spinal cord injuries.
Madonna and members of the Detroit Lions are proponents, too.
High-frequency vibration for fitness now is being marketed and
used as a way to help everyday athletes become more fit as well as
for injury recovery programs like the one at the Rehabilitation
Institute of Michigan, which uses a machine called the Wave. Some
fitness centers across the country are starting to offer whole body
vibration machines; a popular version is called the PowerPlate.

Experimental Drug Lets Man Walk Again
Two Therapies Show Positive Results for
Partial Sp...
Body Temperature Difficult to Control
with Spinal ...
Progress Reported on Spinal Cord Repair
Possible Brain Repair Protein Pinpointed
Spinal Cord Bridge Bypasses Injury To
Restore Mobi...
Spinal Cord Injuries Improved Years
Later with Pat...
Re-Growing Nerves After Spinal Cord
Injury
Study Establishes Safety of Spinal Cord
Stem Cell ...
Study Shows Spinal Cord Regeneration

The machines used in whole body vibration look somewhat like
StairMasters -- with a large metal plate where the steps would be.
You stand on the plate and select a frequency and a segment time
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(usually from 30 to 60 seconds); the plate vibrates, causing your
muscles to contract. That's supposed to lead to better circulation,
fewer spasms and increased bone density. Users can also do basic
moves like calf raises, squats, push-ups or sit-ups to work different
body parts.
"For someone who can't make muscle contractions, this does the
contractions for them," says Bill Thornton, the head physical
trainer at the Rehabilitation Institute's Center for Spinal Cord
Injury Recovery.
Thornton, 41, of Dearborn Heights will be monitoring the effects of
whole body vibration as part of an institute study.
Schultz is using the machine as a part of her therapy after a car
accident left her with no feeling below her torso and a broken
neck. She's been a part of the Detroit-based Rehabilitation
Institute's Center for Spinal Cord Injury Recovery since August. The
crash -- a collision with a train that killed two people -- occurred
last year.
She uses a wheelchair, but also is working to stand again.
"I really had to work hard at standing up," Schultz says after trying
to stand on the vibration machine for the first time last week. "You
feel it a lot more when you're on there."
At the Healing Retreat, a medical spa in Bloomfield Hills, a
PowerPlate machine is used to help increase circulation and
flexibility in users, says Katie Drinkard, the company's manager.
Some of those who use the machine are recovering from injuries,
while others include it as a part of massage treatments.
Drinkard says she's noticed whole body vibration helping to
alleviate back and knee pain in some clients and to increase range
of motion in a woman who uses it on a shoulder injury. It's also a
quicker way to exercise, she says.
Others, like Thea Rosa, of Cool, Calif., who was injured two years
ago when the horse she was riding fell on her, find that whole body
vibration helps to stimulate body parts that have lost sensation.
She's been at the institute since June. Rosa started using the Wave
in August, when the machine arrived, and now is on it at least
three times a week.
© 2 0 0 6 - 0 8 Spina l C o r d I n j ur y I n fo r ma t io n Pa g es | W e bs it e
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"I can feel the tingling in my heels now," says Rosa, 39, after a
session on the machine that included push-ups off the plate. "It's
kind of a nice feeling when you're connected again to your body.
You can feel the muscles work."
The benefits of whole body vibration are mostly short-term at this
point. Rosa, who struggles with severe tightening of the muscles in
her legs, says using the machine helps to fatigue her muscles and
reduce spasms. But that usually only lasts about an hour.
More research is needed on the long-term effects of whole body
vibration, says Larry Leigh, director of research and training at
WAVExercise, the Windsor-based company that sells a version of
the vibration machine.
And while whole body vibration might be useful as a part of fitness
program, it's not enough on its own.
"You're not going to find any Arnold Schwarzeneggers from training
on the Wave," Leigh says. "It's not meant to be a total training
method, but as an adjunct" it can be helpful.
Still, Rosa credits whole body vibration for much of her progress in
the past few months.
"My hamstrings are getting stronger; my glutes are getting
stronger," she says.
She started riding horses again about four months after her
accident. Now she wants to walk again.
"With this machine, I can feel the muscles contract and I can stand
longer," says Rosa. "It gives you a boost. It's not impossible on my
own, but it's a lot harder."
By: CECILIA OLECK
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